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"Everything starts with the customer." 
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I. Preface 
This master thesis marks the end of my ‘career’ as a student at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology. It also marks the last project of the master program Innovation Management. It was 

carried out in close collaboration with The Bridge. The research study focusses itself on the concept 

of customer involvement for NPD. We analyzed how The Bridge applied this concept and we 

developed improvements to their customer involvement product line. 

The completion of the project would not have been possible without the help of many others and I 

would like to express my gratitude to them. First I would like to thank Prof. Dr. Ed Nijssen and Dr. Ing. 

Joost Wouters for their supervising role during the project: thanks for the useful comments and 

criticism. Also, I would like to thank MSc. Sybrand de Boer, MSc. Bas van Wieringen, and colleagues 

for providing me with the opportunity to write my thesis at The Bridge. In particular, I would like to 

thank Sybrand for his collaboration during the project: the interesting discussions during our 

meetings and your knowledge about business innovation were a great help to me.  

During the project several fellow students helped me to finish the project. In particular, I would like 

to thank Luuk Nijland, Marco Caspers, Werner Buck, Bas Pelgrum, and Boris Loman for their 

substantive support. Also, sharing frustrations with them about the tough process called ‘graduation’ 

showed to be a relief. 

Last, but maybe most important, I would like to thank my family for their support. Especially thanks 

to my parents and girlfriend. They are the ones who kept me right on track to make me proud of the 

final result. 

Final thought: to students who are heading towards their master thesis project: brace yourselves! 

Wout Loman 
Eindhoven, November 2014 
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II. Management Summary 

CONTEXT OF RESEARCH 
This research project concerns itself with customer involvement for NPD and is carried out in close 

collaboration with The Bridge. The Bridge helps clients to become more successful in innovation. 

Often, The Bridge involves client’s customers in their advisory effort. More specific, they use a 

method called a ‘Customer Journey’ for involving customers. However, as The Bridge developed the 

CJ over time to meet a changing market demand, the meaning of the method became ambiguous. As 

a result, selling and marketing the method shows to become more difficult. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION and RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Based on the above, the business problem for The Bridge was stated as follows:  

The Bridge lacks a defined scope of the Customer Journey and The Bridge lacks clear 
directions for improving and extending their customer involvement product line to prevent 
possible erosion of market position. 
 

The aforementioned problem sparks the following research questions of customer involvement in 

general and for The Bridge: 

1. What information is available about ‘involving customers’ in the NPD literature? 

2. What is the scope of the Customer Journey; which customer roles and stages of the NPD 

process does it include and how coherent are the activities?  

3. How can The Bridge improve their customer involvement product line? 

METHODOLOGY  
PHASE 1 
A literature review towards customer involvement in NPD was done. This allowed for development 

of a framework, based on academic fundamentals, which was then used for customer involvement 

screening and development purposes (see below). The framework integrated two dimensions, i.e. 

the scope and integration dimension. 

To get a clear understanding of the scope of the CJ, all eight projects performed by The Bridge during 

past 2 years under the label “Customer Journey”, were screened. The developed framework was 

used to screen all projects. For screening purposes, measures were developed for the two 

dimensions of the framework. All projects were scored by the researcher, using the 

operationalization of the measures. The results were evaluated with those employees of The Bridge 

who were involved in the CJ projects. Each measure per dimension was operationalized by the 

researcher, and evaluated by those employees of The Bridge that were involved in the CJ projects. 

PHASE 2 
Using the framework, and the results of the screening, we then moved to solve the limitations of The 

Bridge’s customer involvement product line. A combination of eight innovation experts and four 

main academic articles were used for development of a solution.  For the development, ideas were 

generated with employees through applying the brainstorm technique “Nominal group” (Delbecq 

and Van de Ven, 1971). The best idea (based on its business potential) was then transformed into a 

final solution design through applying the Design Science method (Denyer, 2008). 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
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In the academic literature we found many insights related to the concept of customer involvement 

for NPD. Involving customers can be done during the entire NPD process (Coviello and Joseph, 2012). 

Coviello and Joseph (2012) concluded that NPD success increases while more customer roles are 

integrated. Kirschner et al. (2010) described many methods that help to involve customers. Carefully 

integrating a set of methods is key (Kirschner et al., 2010). A conceptual framework was developed 

on the basis of aforementioned literature. The framework integrates two dimensions, i.e.: scope of 

customer roles per NPD phase and integration of customer involvement activities.  

Guided by the framework, we screened eight recent Customer Journey projects. The screening let to 

the following conclusions. The CJ has many similarities with the Empathic design method. Results 

show that CJ is a label for a set of customer related, but very different, activities. Hence, the term 

‘Customer Journey’ is a label for a varying set of activities -rather than one set of predetermined 

activities- in which the activities are not related to each other. Here, we suggest that the CJ as label 

may benefit from better branding. The results also show that the CJ’s Scope of customer roles and 

Integration of methods are high and low, respectively.  

Through brainstorming with The Bridge’s employees around 30 ideas were generated for extending 

The Bridge’s customer involvement product line. The idea called Board of Customers (BoC) was the 

preferable idea to develop further. The idea embraces the concept of close (potentially virtual) 

collaboration with customers during the development of innovations. Based on relevant literature, 

the identified idea was developed into a solution design.  

We believe this study contributes to customer involvement literature in several ways. First, a 

framework was proposed that was shown to be helpful during customer involvement screening and 

development. This may also work for other companies that apply customer involvement. For 

instance, the frameworks helps to gain insight in how a consultant can support customer 

involvement in NPD.  

Second, the results of this study confirm that customer involvement projects are frequently executed 

in close collaboration with consultant companies (as was suggested by Kirscher et al., 2010). The 

results of the study also confirm that customer involvement projects can be carried out throughout 

the entire NPD process. Third, the results suggest that the labels, that are used to refer to customer 

involvement related activities, are used ambiguously.  

Finally, we attempted to eliminate the ambiguity of the Customer Journey by specifying its usage 

(i.e., how CJ may be used) and most importantly: its scope. We conclude by stating that customer 

involvement labels are an important step to ensure higher quality of customer involvement.  

That said; with regards to the results and conclusions, some limitations were discovered. We 

proposed directions for future work to counter these limitations. 
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III. List of abbreviations, similarities and explanations 
Abbreviations: 

The Bridge = The Bridge B.V. 

NPD = New Product Development 

NSD = New Service Development 

CJ = Customer Journey 

Similarities: 

NPD = NSD = innovation 

Customer = user = consumer 

Explanations: 

Product(s) = Physical, service or process 

Methods for customer involvement = a set of activities with pre-determined theoretical boundaries 

which can be used to involve customers in a systematical way.  

Toolbox = Set of activities for customer involvement within a company. 

Fragmented toolbox = Toolbox without an integrated perspective. This implies that the composition 

of customer involvement activities is not done consciously such that these are not complementing to 

each other. 

Integrated approach = Toolbox with an integrated perspective. This implies that the composition of 

customer involvement activities is done consciously such that these activities complement to each 

other. 

Scope toolbox = the extensiveness of a toolbox. This is determined by the fulfillment of customer 

roles (Coviello and Joseph, 2012) per NPD phase. Term is used as lateral dimension of the framework 

(see below) 

Integration of activities = the comprehensiveness of a toolbox. This is determined by the alignment 

and continuousness of customer involvement activities. Term is used as longitudinal dimension of 

the framework (see below) 

Framework = The figure developed at the end of Chapter 0. The framework is based on scientific 

literature. It combines two dimensions, i.e. scope and integration. 
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 Introduction  1

 Customer involvement at The Bridge  1.1

The involvement of customers during the innovation process has significant impact on the success of 

innovation. This is, amongst others, shown by Gruner and Homburg (2000) who found that the 

intensity of interaction with customers during the innovation process is positively associated with 

innovation success. Several other researchers (i.e. Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Brown & Eisenhardt, 

1995; Rothwell, 1974; Ramaswami, Srivastava, and Bhargava, 2009) confirmed this positive link 

making customer involvement a key success factor for the innovation process of companies. In 

addition, Coviello and Joseph (2012) found evidence that involving customers throughout the entire 

innovation process is beneficial in many several ways. They conclude that success of the innovation 

scales linearly with the number of customer involved.  

As a result, companies are continually searching for possibilities to improve the way they involve 

their customers. They can either develop their customer involvement internally or look for external 

entities (e.g. consultancy companies) which are able to help the company to involve customers in a 

comprehensive manner. Kirscher et al. (2010) found that many customer involvement projects are 

constructed in a dialogue with a consultant. They suggest that method selection relies on the 

experience and the implicit knowledge of the involved consultants, who might be influenced by 

economic interest. 

The Bridge is an consultancy company, that helps clients to become more successful in innovation. 

The Bridge, a subsidiary company of consultancy company Twynstra Gudde, was established in 2000. 

The Bridge helps client companies to discover, develop and deliver new business concepts in order to 

grow and innovate. More specifically, The Bridge helps clients develop growth strategies and 

propositions, manage innovations and sell and market new concepts. It is an outside-in driven (i.e., 

they use external stakeholders, such as customers, for their client’s innovations) and non-hierarchic 

company with a large corporation client portfolio. Today, fourteen people, all with their specific 

specialty within the boundaries of business innovation, are working at The Bridge. The timespan of 

projects is relative short, ranging from a couple of days to several months. The flexible nature of their 

services makes them a suitable partner within a broad range of sectors and industries.  

To help clients involve customers in their innovation process The Bridge has developed a method 

called the “Customer Journey” (CJ). “Customer Journey” in essence, means the sequence of events  

(whether or not intended) customers encounter. This ranges from the moment they first learned 

about a company’s offering towards the purchase decision and the period of interaction with the 

product they bought. Many companies realize that in order to enhance their product line, they have 

to be aware of the sequence of events customers encounter. The Bridge’s CJ aims to provide 

companies these insights. 

Figure 1.1 shows The Bridge’s interpretation of the innovation process where the CJ occurs in the 

Discover phase (an early NPD phase).  
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Figure 1.1; Customer Journey within the NPD process (The Bridge's perspective) 

However, as The Bridge developed the CJ over time to meet a changing market demand, the meaning 

of the method became ambiguous. This shows, as –based on early conversations with The Bridge’s 

employees- The Bridge is using the same label “Customer Journey” for each new moment of 

communication with client’s customers. Also, for every new customer involvement project a new 

combination of CJ-related activities is developed in an ad-hoc manner.  

As a result, selling and marketing the method shows to become more difficult. Showcasing the 

difficulty, is the effort to foster CJ-related sales. During this effort, a team of four employees actively 

approached 30 companies in four weeks. Regrettably, the team struggled to find the right match 

between the CJ and the market and/or was unable to articulate the potential of the CJ, and so no CJ-

related sales were generated. These difficulties may ultimately lead to an eroding market position 

with regards to The Bridge’s customer involvement product line. 

 Problem statement and research questions 1.2

Based on the previous section, the business problem for The Bridge can be stated as follows:  

The Bridge lacks a defined scope of the Customer Journey and The Bridge lacks clear directions for 

improving and extending their customer involvement product line to prevent possible erosion of 

market position. 

The aforementioned problem sparks the following research questions of customer involvement in 

general and for The Bridge: 

1. What information is available about ‘involving customers’ in the NPD literature? 

2. What is the scope of the Customer Journey; which customer roles and stages of the NPD 

process does it include and how coherent are the activities?  

3. How can The Bridge improve their customer involvement product line? 

 Research approach 1.3

To verify and to offer a solution to  the identified problem for the Bridge, a proper screening of 

previous CJ activities must be executed. A screening is a tool for verifying that the problems we 

identified earlier are indeed the problems that are causing the aforementioned business problem. 

Additionally, the screening provides valuable input and direction for possible solutions with regard to 

the CJ method.   
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To screen the projects a framework must be created to evaluate and asses projects. Fortunately, in 

the last decades, much research has been done towards customer involvement. Research including 

e.g. Coviello and Joseph (2012) and Kirschner et al. (2010) is used to formulate said framework. The 

screening framework, whilst scoped to The Bridge, because of its formal and academic fundamentals, 

can also be utilized for other companies with similar problems in customer involvement 

methodologies. E.g. the framework also serves in gaining insight in how a consultant can support 

customer involvement in NPD. For instance: a consultant can either choose to apply one separate 

method for involving client’s customers, or a coherent set of methods which are carefully aligned. 

The framework will help to understand this.  

Using the framework, and the results of the screening, we then move to solve the limitations of The 

Bridge’s customer involvement product line. A combination of both innovation experts and academic 

literature is used for solution development.  The final solution is scoped to The Bridge. However, 

because of its fundamentals in academic literature, other companies with similar contexts could 

learn from and apply the solution. 

 Structure of report 1.4
The structure of this report is based on the above mentioned research approach. Hence, the report is 

not limited to a description of what customer involvement is (descriptive science) but also prescribes 

what customer involvement should be (prescriptive science). This combination of descriptive and 

prescriptive science is also referred to as design science (e.g. Van Aken et al., 2006). Figure 1.2 shows 

how science and design (or theory and practice) are systematically linked in this research. 

In Chapter 1 a problem statement is defined and research questions are drawn. Also a short 

introduction to the research approach is described. In Chapter 2, a literature review is performed 

which answers research question one. It is concerned with getting a thorough understanding of 

customer involvement and the way customer involvement can be assessed. It provides the necessary 

background information and guidance for subsequent chapters. Then, in Chapter 3, we screen how 

The Bridge applies the concept of customer involvement, which covers research question two. The 

report then continues with Chapter 4 and 5 which addresses research question 3. Here, based on the 

screening from prior chapter, solutions are designed for countering the business problem.  The 

report finalizes with a discussion and conclusion in Chapter 6. 

 

 

  
Customer 

involvement science 
Design 

propositions 
Solution 

 

Implementation and 
experimentation 

1. Choice of topic: Customer involvement for NPD 
Choice of case: The Bridge’s Customer Journey 

2. Literature Review 
3 Analysis of theoretical and 
empirical results 

4 & 5 Solution design 
based on analysis 

Phase 1: 
Design oriented research  

Phase 2: 
Science based design  

Figure 1.2; Design science approach (based on van Aken, 2006) 
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 Literature on customer involvement in NPD 2
The first challenge is to collect information about customer involvement in NPD (research question 

one). We want to collect this information because we want to, on a scientific basis, create a 

framework, that helps us during the continuation of the study. More specific, the framework helps to  

verify and to offer a solution to  customer involvement-related problems. 

The structure of Chapter 2 is as follows: before going into detail about customer involvement 

practices, an introduction to NPD is necessary to understand the context in which customer 

involvement takes place, see Section 2.1. Next in Section 2.2, it is explained why companies should 

try to enrich their NPD process by involving customers. Then, the roles customers can play during the 

NPD process are discussed in Section 2.3. The methods that can enable the customers to act 

according to a certain role are described in Section 2.4. Chapter 2 concludes with a framework that 

integrates the collected information, see Section 2.6. 

 An introduction to NPD 2.1

NPD is referred to as one of the most important processes for the survival of a company since 

decades. Schumpeter (1942) already emphasized the relevance for companies to innovate in order to 

remain competitive in their industry. Many researchers more recently acknowledged this claim (i.e. 

Trott, 2008). NPD is defined by Loch and Kavadias (2007, p.3) on the basis of earlier work from 

Cooper (1988) and Eppinger and Ulrich (1995) as follows: “New Product Development (NPD) consists 

of the activities of the firm that lead to a stream of new or changed product market offerings over 

time. This includes the generation of opportunities, their selection and transformation into artifacts 

(manufactured products) and activities (services) offered to customers and the institutionalization of 

improvements in the NPD activities themselves.” This implies that the opportunity does not remain 

with de discoverers in the lab, but diffused to other functional departments, such as engineering, 

marketing, and operations.  

The NPD process that leads to new or changed product market offerings is often captured in a formal 

process, similar to, for instance, Cooper’s (2001) Stage-Gate® process. The Stage-Gate® process is a 

conceptual and operational model for moving a new product from idea to launch. Researchers 

defined the presence of a formal NPD process as a critical element for managing NPD (Clark and 

Fujimoto, 1991; Cooper, 1994). In short, formal NPD processes breaks NPD into a predetermined set 

of stages, where each stage consists of a set predetermined activities. In order to pass on to the next 

stage the NPD team should get a “go” during a gate-meeting. In this meeting the management will 

get informed about the progress made and the risks (uncertainties) involved. When the development 

team has, on the basis of pre-established criteria, eliminated enough uncertainties it will pass 

through the gate into the next stage. New resources are then assigned to the development team. A 

formal NPD process is shown in Figure 2.1. Although some researchers (e.g. Cooper, 2001) are 

dividing the NPD process in six or more phases, in the customer involvement literature typically three 

phases are included (e.g. Brettschneider, 2009). This is also shown in Figure 2.1. 
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To summarize, NPD is seen as one of the most important strategies for the survival of a company. It is 

typically managed in a Stage-Gate®-like formal process approach in which the innovation evolves 

every stage from idea into market launch. 

 Why customer involvement is relevant to NPD 2.2

Today’s increasingly globalized business environment causes a more tensed market place. It is 

increasingly getting harder for companies to differentiate their offerings through only internal 

development resources. In order to be able to stay competitive, companies should get away of the 

firm-centric view and look for collaborations together with external resources, such as customers 

(Prahalad, 2004). Customers, because of their needs and their acquired expertise through the actual 

use of products, are an essential resource and therefore valuable business partners to cooperate 

with (von Hippel, 1986).  

The literature is rich in linking customer involvement to NPD success especially in the early stages of 

innovation (i.e. Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Ramaswami, Srivastava, and 

Bhargava, 2009). In addition, recent publications show customer involvement to be beneficial during 

the entire innovation process (Coviello and Joseph, 2012). Through involving customers as a resource 

during several NPD activities, higher NPD success can be obtained. Also, De Luca et al. (2010) 

provided evidence for customers to be the central element for market orientation for NPD.  

To summarize, in globalized business environments, companies have shifted towards a collaboration 

perspective. In this perspective, company’s environmental resources (such as customers) also add 

value to company’s NPD process. Customers, because of their needs and their acquired expertise 

through the actual use of products, are an essential resource and therefore valuable business 

partners to cooperate with (von Hippel, 1986). Hence, during last centuries customer involvement is 

emerging towards a key-success factor for successful NPD (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995). 

 The roles of customers during NPD 2.3

Many authors tried to identify the role of the customer in their research, however, more recently 

Joseph and Coviello (2012) did this in a very comprehensive manner. They revealed how customers 

can participate in terms of their roles and contributions during NPD in an empirical qualitative 

research, and identified ten customer roles, which can be grouped into five activities. Coviello and 

Joseph (2012) suggest that the more roles are present during a NPD process, the higher NPD success 

will be.  

The NPD activities in which customers can participate are: opportunity recognition, customer based 

funding, development and testing, (wider) commercialization and feedback, as can be seen in Table 

2.1. These activities and their matching customer roles are more extensively discussed in the 

following paragraphs. 

INTERMEDIATE PHASE EARLY PHASE LATE PHASE 

 Market launch 
Operation and 

market testing 

Development 

and prototyping 

Conceptual 

design and 

Business case 

Idea generation 

and evaluation 

Environment 

analysis 

Figure 2.1; Visual representation of a formal NPD process (based on: Cooper, 2001) 
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Table 2.1; NPD activities and customer roles (based on Coviello and Joseph, 2012) 

Activity Customer role Desciption 
Opportunity recognition Source of latent needs Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when observing or 

questioning customer 

Requester Customer approaches the firm for a product with features not 
currently available or complains about technical limitations. 

Customer-Based Funding Development buyer Firm approaches and sells the concept as a development deal to 
specific customers for R&D funding 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, thus providing a 
revenue base for R&D 

Development and testing Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or specifications and technical 
guidance through development and testing 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and trials through 
development and testing. 

(Wider) comer-cialization Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on the product to other 
potential customers or seeks approval from standards authorities 
regarding the technology. 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers and/or leverages 
network for sales development 

Feedback Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, product, or market 
(can occur throughout NPD) 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or data on the 
concept, product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

 
Opportunity recognition is the first activity and can be seen as the input factor for NPD. 

Opportunities can be discovered by relying on exogenous change, such as a technology shift. Another 

possibility is to initiate actions with (potential) customers to actually create rather than discover the 

opportunity (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). In this way companies are able to quickly mesh technology 

push, contextual push, and market pull (Mulder and Stappers, 2009), when they combine internal 

ideas with external insights. Opportunity recognition is not restricted to the early phases of NPD. 

Instead, it should be an ongoing co-creation of a selected opportunity. According to Coviello and 

Joseph (2012) customers can play two roles within this activity: source of latent needs and requester. 

The customer as source of latent needs is when companies identify unarticulated or latent needs 

when observing or questioning customers. The customer as requester is when a customer 

approaches a company and asks for a product or service with specific features currently not 

available, or when a customer complains about technical limitation.  

Customer based funding is the second activity in which customers can participate. It can be seen as a 

form of early launch which may be important for innovation success. It contrasts with the general 

NPD literature and Veryzer’s (1998) finding that commercialization only occurs in last phases of NPD 

and is, in this way, comparable to innovation funding sources such as venture capitalists, angel 

investors, or government grants. It reduces financial risks due to the generation of funds for R&D. 

Besides being a funding source, customer based funding can be seen as an important harvesting 

strategy in which real demands and adoption barriers are identified (O’Çonnor, Ravichandran, and 

Robeson, 2008). By proofing market legitimacy (consistent with Rao, Chandy, and Prabhu, 2008) 

customer based funding, as a consequence, helps overcome a major impediment to NPD: skepticism. 

There are two roles identified within this activity: development buyer and early buyer. The customer 

as development buyer is when a company approaches and sells the concept as a development deal to 

specific customers for R&D funding. The customer as early buyer is when a customer buys the 

product or service in an early stage and, thereby, provides a revenue basis for R&D.  
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Although Gruner and Homburg (2000) suggest that technological developments during NPD should 

not be done by customers but must rely on their own resources for these tasks, Coviello and Joseph 

(2012) showed otherwise. They indicate that during development and testing of the innovation 

customers can provide technical advice, and/or can become real co-developers. In this way, 

companies are able to expand their resource base of their multi-functional teams. The contrasting 

perspectives of above mentioned authors indicate that special attention towards customer 

interaction is necessary when it comes to actual technological development activities. Discontinuous 

innovation is typically a long and time consuming process (Lynn, Morone, and Paulson, 1996). 

Customers participating in development and testing activities help keeping the innovation relevant to 

fast changing markets and technologies during development. Good customer relationship is seen as 

essential for both development and testing (O’Connor, 1998; Veryzer, 1998). Defending intellectual 

property is seen as the main difficulty within this activity, especially when large customers are 

participating. Customers can act as a technical advisor and as co-developer. A customer as technical 

advisor is when companies ask for technical input, specifications or technical guidance during 

development and testing of innovations. A customer as co-developer is when they engage in hands-

on development and trials during development and testing.  

When customers are engaged during the entire NPD process, their experience becomes a useful by-

product of this process (Lengnick-Hall, 1996), such that customers can provide testimonials and 

confirm the value of the innovation (O’Connor and Rice 2001). The relationship with customers which 

has been built during the NPD process is in this manner a signal of market legitimacy (Rao, Chandy, 

and Prabhu, 2008). Customers can be both approvers and promoters. A customer as approvers is 

when a company asks them to provide information on the product to other potential customers, or 

seeks approval from standards authorities. A customer as promoter refers innovation to other 

potential customers and/or leverages network for sales development. 

Giving feedback on the innovation and progress made during NPD process is the final activity, as 

described by Coviello and Joseph (2012). Feedback is an ongoing conversation activity which takes 

place during the entire NPD process on many issues between a company and its customers. It is seen 

as a basis for knowledge generation. Trust and establishment of mutual goals are fostered by the 

ongoing nature of this feedback activity, which is essential for relationship development (Naryandas 

and Rangan, 2004). It enables companies to carefully select the right customer suitable for co-

development or (wider) commercialization. Customers can participate within this feedback activity as 

sounding board or as critic. A customer as a sounding board is when companies ask customers for 

feedback on the concept, product, or market. A customer participating as critic is when customers 

offer extensive opinions, feedback, or data on the concept, product, or market. 

Figure 2.2 shows a visualization of the aforementioned customer roles linked to a formal NPD 

process. The bars indicate in which NPD phase(s) the customer roles may be present. Some customer 

roles may be present in multiple phases (e.g. ‘Sounding Board’-role), while others may be limited to 

one phase (e.g. ‘Co-developer’-role). 
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To be conclusive, customers can act according to ten customer roles within five NPD activities. 

Coviello and Joseph (2012) suggest that the more roles are present during the NPD process, the more 

successful NPD will become. 

 Which methods help customer roles to get implemented? 2.4

In order to gain access to the customer resources, methods for customer involvement have been 

developed, for instance, Participant Observation, the lead-user method (von Hippel, 1986) or 

Emphatic design (Bretschneider, 2009), to name just a few. These methods are helpful in order to 

integrate the customer roles, discussed in previous section. 

Here, a method is  a set of activities with pre-determined theoretical boundaries which can be used 

to involve customers in a systematical way. According to Kirschner et al. (2010) several methods for 

customer involvement exist, but a formalized scientific guide for these methods is lacking. Moreover, 

a comprehensive grounded process approach that explains which method companies should use at 

what moment is not available. Many customer involvement projects are constructed in a dialogue 

with a consultant. The selection which method to apply is in many occurrences the consultant’s task. 

Consequently, selection will get influenced by his method portfolio and economic reasoning and may 

eventually lead to sub-optimal decisions.  

Kirschner et al. (2010) identified several methods which are frequently mentioned during their data 

collection, and are described below. This description includes the methods Quality Function 

Deployment (QFD), Participant Observation, Empathic Design, Toolkit Approach, Idea Competition, 

Lead User approach, and Crowdsourcing Methods. For a more comprehensive list and description of 

customer involvement methods see e.g. Bretschneider (2009).  

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a method to transform user demands and into design quality 

(Akao, 1994). It will result in the organization to focus on the customer. It is driven by a data matrix 

(also referred to as the house of quality). The method incorporates weighted scores for determining 

the importance of different aspects as objectively as possible. As such, it will prevent dominant 

INTERMEDIATE PHASE EARLY PHASE LATE PHASE 

 Market launch 
Operation and 

market testing 

Development 

and prototyping 

Conceptual 

design and 

Business case 

Idea generation 

and evaluation 

Environment 

analysis 

CUSTOMER ROLES OF INVOLVEMENT 

Early buyer 

Promoter 

Approver 

Technical advisor 

Critic 

Source of latent needs 

Development buyer 

Co-developer 

Sounding board 

Requester 

Figure 2.2; Customer roles linked to formal NPD process (based on Coviello and Joseph, 2012) 
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stakeholders to force the implementation of their demands, which may not be beneficial for the 

company as a whole. This customer involvement method is applicable during the entire NPD process 

and, thus, a rather integrated approach. 

Participant observation techniques includes a wide range of methods which’s aim is to gain a close 

understanding about a predetermined group of people in a natural setting. It includes getting known 

with customers’ thoughts, emotions, feelings, and actions among a predetermined event. For a 

product developer this would result in a deep understanding how a customer is using their products. 

Observing lead users will more likely result in higher success rates, and is more elaborately described 

below. Participant observation technique can be used throughout the entire NPD process, but is 

more applicable to the early and intermediate phases. It can either be a one-off effort at one 

moment or at more moments during the NPD process. 

The Emphatic design methodology is based on observation and interview with users in their natural 

context. The goals is mainly to identify latent customer needs in order to create products that 

customers do not (yet) ask for. It is opposed to traditional market research which relies on reducing 

the change the customer provides false information. Emphatic design techniques cannot replace 

market research, they rather contribute to the flow of new ideas that further need testing. Emphatic 

design is typically used in the early stages of NPD in order to provide new ideas to NPD teams.  

The Toolkit Approach makes use of web-based tools in order to build a collaboration interface 

between suppliers and customers (Franke, 2004). In this approach, designing new products is 

outsourced to the customer. It enables the customer to come up with solutions and perform some 

development work themselves. The online equipment helps customers to translate their ideas into 

new individual products which suit their needs. The toolkits are typically provided with some 

experimentation possibilities in order to give feedback on potential outcome of the designs. The 

Toolkit Approach is typically used in the intermediate phase.   

Idea Competition is also most often online based. It is an invitation of a company to a general group 

of people (could be customers) to submit innovative ideas to a certain topic before a specific date 

(Walcher, 2007). The company then reviews the submissions and selects and rewards the winners. 

The Idea Competition is a method suitable for the early stage of NPD. It is a rather one-off instead of 

a continuous effort. 

An important customer involvement instrument, which has been subject of research for many years, 

is the Lead User Method. Research on lead users and their usefulness for NPD has most recently 

extended as diverse as industry dynamics, entrepreneurship, firm boundaries, innovation 

communities, measurement, and policy (Bogers et al., 2010). Von Hippel (1986) defines lead users as: 

“1) lead users face needs that will be general in a marketplace –but face them months or years before 

the bulk of that marketplace encounters them, and 2) lead users are positioned to benefit significantly 

by obtaining a solution to those needs”. Additionally, 3) lead users are able to transform their needs 

into solution by their own skills. Systematics exists for identification of these Lead Users with specific 

contexts in mind. The Lead User Method is most often used in early and intermediate NPD phases 

and is as such a rather integrated approach. 

A more recent development is referred to as Crowdsourcing (also referred to as: Virtual Customer 

Integration). Some have attributed great potential of outsourcing specific NPD tasks to the “crowd” 
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of users (Poetz and Schreier, 2012). Crowdsourcing is different from the lead user approach in that it 

relies on a self-selection process in which willing users can join the debate (Lakhani et al. 2007, Piller 

and Walcher 2006). A study by Poetz and Schreier (2012) shows the effective use of the crowd in that 

they were more able than professionals to generate powerful ideas in terms of novelty and customer 

benefit, but somewhat lower in terms of idea feasibility. They mentioned the importance of 

complementing professionals with users and not applying either professionals or users. 

Crowdsourcing can be done in early, intermediate, and late phases and is, therefore a rather 

integrated approach.  

Figure 2.3 shows a visualization of the aforementioned methods linked to a formal NPD process. The 

bars indicate in which NPD phase(s) the methods are typically used. Some methods may be present 

in multiple phases (e.g. Virtual Customer Integration), while others may be limited to one phase (e.g. 

Toolkit Approach). 

Figure 2.3; Methods linked to formal NPD process (based on Kirschner et al., 2010) 

To summarize, a lot of methods exist which can be used to apply customer involvement. Some of 

them are only focused on a certain part of the NPD process and thus do not cover the entire range of 

possible customer roles at once. Coviello and Joseph (2012) argue that the more customer roles are 

implemented the more successful NPD will become. Hence, it is not simply a matter of activating the 

customer roles through using some methods, but it is rather a matter of carefully selecting the right 

method or a set of complementing methods which will give life to all the customer roles throughout 

the entire NPD process. 

 Conclusion literature review 2.5
NPD is seen as one of the most important processes for the survival of a company. It is typically 

managed in a formal process approach, in which the innovation evolves every stage from idea to 

market launch. Nowadays, NPD is not anymore a firm-centric activity. Rather, companies have 
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shifted towards a collaboration perspective, in which company’s environmental resources (such as 

customers) also add value to company’s NPD process. In particular, customers show to be beneficial 

to get involved in NPD.  

Customers can play ten customer roles within five NPD activities. Coviello and Joseph (2012) suggest 

that the more roles are integrated throughout the entire NPD process, the higher NPD success will 

be. 

A lot of methods exist which can be used to involve customers. Some of them are only focused on a 

certain part of the NPD process and thus do not cover the entire range of possible customer roles at 

once. Other methods are more integrated throughout the entire NPD process. Carefully selecting the 

right method or a set of complementing methods is essential for NPD success. 

 Development of conceptual framework 2.6

Figure 2.4 shows a framework in which the aforementioned insights are integrated.  This framework 

helps us during the continuation of the study. More specific, the framework helps to verify and to 

offer a solution to  the identified business problem for the Bridge. The framework, whilst scoped to 

The Bridge, because of its formal and academic fundamentals, can also be utilized for other 

companies with similar problems in customer involvement methodologies. Two dimensions are 

included in the framework Figure 2.4. These dimensions relate to a customer involvement toolbox of 

a company. A toolbox can be defined as: the entire set of customer involvement activities that a 

company applies during its NPD process. For instance, when a company involves customers during 

NPD ideation and concept testing, the combination of activities is referred to as: a toolbox. 

The two dimensions include: Scope of toolbox  (based on Coviello and Joseph, 2012) and Integration 

of toolbox (based on Kirschner et al., 2010). These dimensions are based on Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. 

We now continue elaborating these dimensions and the framework as a whole.  

Scope of toolbox     

Higher scope 

 

3 
Toolbox with high 
scope, but low 
integration 

2 1 
Clear integrated 

toolbox with high 
scope 

 

Medium scope 

 

6 
 

5 4  

Low scope 

 

9 
Toolbox with low 
scope and low 
integration 

8 7 
Clear integrated 
toolbox with low 

scope 

 

 Low integration 

 
Medium integration 

 
Higher integration 

 
Integration 

of toolbox 

Figure 2.4; Conceptual framework 
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 DIMENSION 1: SCOPE OF TOOLBOX 
The first dimension refers to the scope of a toolbox. It addresses the degree to which customer roles, 

as described by Coviello and Joseph (2012) (see Figure 2.2), are present during NPD. The higher the 

presence of customer roles during NPD, the higher the level of scope, and the more successful the 

process will become. Three categories are included in this dimension, namely Low, Medium, and 

Higher Scope. 

Low scope implies that, during NPD, only a few customer roles are present in a toolbox. For instance, 

when, during NPD, customers are only involved for discovering their latent needs (i.e. one of Coviello 

and Joseph’s (2012) roles), then the presence of customer roles is limited. In this situation, the 

toolbox can be categorized as ‘low scope’. 

Higher scope implies that, during NPD,  a high number of customer roles are present. For instance, 

when customers are involved for discovering their latent needs, early investments, technical advice, 

co-creation, and feedback (i.e. five of Coviello and Joseph’s (2012) roles), then the presence of 

customer roles is higher. In this situation, the toolbox can be categorized as ‘higher scope’.  

DIMENSION 2: INTEGRATION OF TOOLBOX 
The second dimensions refers to the integration of a toolbox. It is based on prior research by 

Kirschner et al. (2010). It addresses the cohesiveness of a set of customer involvement activities, see 

Figure 2.3. It considers how well the customer involvement activities during NPD align to and 

complement with each other. It also considers whether it is an one-off or a continuous effort. Three 

categories are included in this dimension, namely Low, Medium, and Higher Integration. 

Low integration is when the customer involvement activities in company’s toolbox are non-

continuous and independent to each other. Moreover, in this situation the customer involvement 

activities are not consciously aligned with/ or chosen to complement each other. The decision which 

set of activities to choose is in this context dependent on the question or issue which the company is 

encountering. As an example, when company X has a need for innovative ideas, they might consider 

an idea competition in order to let customers generate many ideas. The decision to choose an idea 

competition is based on a current problem company X is facing. For company X this can be a one-off 

effort of incorporating customers. Within this approach there are no other customer involvement 

activities specified which are connected with or related to the online idea generation method. Such a 

customer involvement toolbox is then categorized as lowly integrated.  

High integration, on the other hand, refers to a customer involvement toolbox that includes a 

carefully selected set of customer involvement activities which are well aligned and are 

complementing each other. In this respect, it is clear which customer involvement method is used at 

which moment during the NPD process. The decision which method to choose does not depend on 

the issue or context of a company. For instance: the Virtual Customer Integration method is suitable 

for any moment during the NPD process. When, for instance, company Y is applying this toolbox, it is 

very clear when and in what manner in the NPD process customers are involved. It is a rather 

continuous (opposing to one-off) customer involvement effort. Such a customer involvement toolbox 

is then categorized as highly integrated. 
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 Getting a clear understanding of The Bridge’s Customer Journey 3
In this chapter we screen recent customer involvement activities that are performed by The Bridge 

(research question two). For the screening, we apply the framework from Chapter 2, and scope this 

to The Bridge. As said, The Bridge uses a method called  “Customer Journey” for involving their 

client’s customers. We want to verify The Bridge’s problem concerning the Customer Journey 

method and, hence, a proper screening of previous CJ activities is executed.  More specific, we use a 

screening as a tool for verifying the ambiguity of the Customer Journey label and for determining its 

scope. Additionally, the screening provides valuable input and direction for possible solutions, which 

is subject for Chapter 4 and 5. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows: first the method for screening is described in Section 3.1. 

Then the results of the screening are presented in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Thereafter, we discuss 

the screening in Section 3.4. 

 Method 3.1

PROJECT SELECTION AND DATA COLLECTION 
To get a clear understanding of the CJ all the projects performed by The Bridge during past 2 years 

under the label Customer Journey were evaluated. In total it involved eight projects. None were 

excluded. The projects were carried out for the following client companies: OCE Canon, Uneto VNI, 

Stedin, Astrazeneca, NS, Sabic, Shire, and Vitens. As in many consultancy projects, the results of such 

projects are delivered to the client through a project text document. These text documents include 

the purpose and goal of the CJ project, how The Bridge achieved this goal, the stages of the NPD 

process it concerned etcetera. These documents thus make it possible to get a thorough 

understanding of the CJ. The final reports were collected for all projects. 

Table 3.2 shows a brief overview of the projects included in the study, with brief description. 

Table 3.1; CJ project descriptions 

Client name Short description of project 
OCE Canon OCE Canon developed the new service for ‘Het Nieuwe Printen’. The Bridge is asked to help making this service ready 

for launch. The Bridge inventoried the needs for this service through a CJ which helped to ‘productize’ the service.  

Uneto VNI Uneto VNO developed 4 concept propositions. They wanted to test the business potential of these propositions. A CJ 
is performed in order to test the propositions. 

Stedin Stedin wanted to know which propositions they have to develop for different customer segments. Through a CJ they 
identified these propositions and tested them. 

Astrazeneca Astrazeneca wants to know whether their painkiller medicine (EMLA) could be delivered as OTC (without doctor’s 
prescription) product. A CJ is used to get a thorough understanding of the journey a potential user makes 

NS For NS the door-to-door principle is key in her strategy. However their extensive quantitative market information 
showed to be outdated/not right. A CJ is used to test the most important market insights in a qualitative manner. 

Sabic The challenge of Sabic is to successfully introduce the certified bio-based polymer to the polymer market. A CJ is 
performed twice for idea generation and concept testing purposes 

Shire Shire wants to know how to launch their just developed medicine and wants to know how to increase their added 
value. A CJ is performed to generate a comprehensive understanding of the target customers’ journey 

Vitens Vitens wants to develop their ‘Vitens 2.0’ organization through focusing on innovative projects within three themes. A 
CJ is performed in order to get understanding about the customer needs and about the way the Vitens Tribune should 
be designed  

 
MEASUREMENT 
For the systematic analysis the framework of Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.4) was used. For this purpose 

measures were developed for the two dimensions of the framework, i.e. Scope and Integration. 
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The first dimension scope refers to the extensiveness of the CJ regarding customer roles involved and 

coverage of NPD stages. Consistent with this we use two facets to operationalize scope: the number 

and type of customer roles and the phase or phases of the client’s NPD process the journey focused 

on. The number and type of customer roles was measured using the 10 roles identified by Coviello 

and Joseph (2012). The phase of client’s NPD process was measured by identifying in which NPD 

phase the CJ was performed. In the literature many different numbers of NPD stages have been 

identified from e.g. 5 stages by Cooper (2001). However, to keep things simple we chose to only 

distinguish three phases, which were also included in the customer involvement study of Kirschner et 

al. (2010): early, intermediate, and/or late phase. The early phase refers to Cooper’s (2001) Discovery 

stage and Stage 1 (Scoping). The intermediate phase refers to Stage 2 (Build Business Case) and Stage 

3 (Development). The late phase refers to Stage 4 (Market testing and validation) and Stage 5 

(Launch). 

The second dimension degree of integration refers to the cohesiveness of the activities performed 

under the label CJ. Two facets are used to operationalize integration: continuousness and alignment. 

The continuousness is defined by ‘the degree to which the customer involvement activities are part 

of an ongoing process’. It concerns whether the activity is part of a stable product range or not. We 

assume that one-off activities probably are not part of a standard product offer and less standardized 

(more customized). This was measured by how often this particular CJ activity was performed for 

clients. Alignment refers to the degree to which the activity is related and complementing to other 

customer involvement activities during the innovation process. We assume that lower aligned 

activities probably are not related to any other activities in the development process. This was 

measured through identifying whether the CJ activities are related to each other in a high, medium 

or low extent (High = 3 or more activities are related; medium = 2 activities are related; low = no 

activities are related). For example when ideation and selection were involved we noted two related 

activities which implies medium alignment. If it involved ideation, selection and market test we 

noted three related activities which implies  high alignment.   

Table 3.2; Operationalization of measures 

Construct Definition Items/scale 

SCOPE 

Number and type 
of customer roles 

Degree to which customer roles 
(as defined by Coviello and 
Joseph, 2012) are applicable to 
project.  

The number and type of customer roles were 
measured using the 10 roles identified by Coviello and 
Joseph (2012). These include: Source of latent need, 
Requester, Development buyer, Early buyer, Technical 
advisor, Co-developer, Approver, Promoter, Sounding 
board, Critic 

Phase or phases of 
the client’s NPD 
process 

Degree to which client’s NPD 
phases were applicable to project. 

The phase of client’s NPD process was measured by 
identifying in which NPD phase the CJ was performed. 
These include early (ideation, idea generation), 
intermediate (concept/ proto testing), and/or late 
phase (market testing). 

INTEGRATION 

Continuousness The degree to which the customer 
involvement activities are part of 
an ongoing process’ 

How often this particular CJ activity was performed for 
clients within the innovation process. I.e. one-off, two-
time, or three-time. 

Alignment The degree to which the activity is 
related and complementing to 
other customer involvement 
activities during the innovation 
process. 

Identifying whether the CJ activities are related to each 
other in a high, medium or low extent. High = 3 or more 
activities are related. Medium = 2 activities are related. 
Low = no activities are related. 
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Table 3.2 provides an overview of the measures used. All projects were scored using this 

operationalization by the researcher. The results were evaluated with those employees of The Bridge 

who were involved in the CJ projects. 

ANALYSES 
The screening of the CJ method, through using the above mentioned measures, led to a set of scores 

per project. This set of scores per project were analyzed using Microsoft Excel. The analysis started 

by “playing” with the data on the basis of the analytic manipulation tactics described by Miles and 

Huberman (1994). These tactics include e.g.: putting results into different arrays, making categories 

of evidence, creating graphic representations for examining the data, and tabulating the frequency of 

results per project. 

The analyses of the results was done by tabulating the scores per project in a cross table. A cross 

table is a specific type of table displays the joint distribution of two or more variables. It is used 

because of its ability to structure, summarize and display large amounts of data. On top of that, cross 

tables were used to determine whether there is a relation between the row variable (CJ project) and 

the column variable (measures) or not. 

The tabulation also allowed for calculating percentages (e.g. the percentages that refer to the degree 

in which particular customer roles are present in the CJ method). The scores were sorted according 

to its relevance with the most relevant scores displayed first (e.g. the customer roles which are 

applicable to the CJ projects more often than others). Next we combined the measures for 

calculating overall scores per construct. The tables were then described and conclusions were drawn.  

VALIDITY 
The quality of screening is assured by an assessment of the validity and reliability.  

Construct validity refers to the use of adequate operational measures for the phenomena that are 

studied. The measures used were developed for this study. We ensured the measures’ validity 

through developing the scales and items based on scientific literature (see Chapter 2). Validity of the 

screening was also ensured by establishing a chain of evidence (as shown in Appendix A) and by 

letting multiple employees evaluate the results and using key informant to review the report. The 

chain of evidence also enhances the confirm ability, which refers to the ability of others to satisfy 

themselves that the research was carried out in the way it is described.  

Reliability deals with the ability of others to carry out the same study and achieve similar results. 

Using key informant and multiple employees to evaluate the scoring and the results helped enhance 

the reliability. In addition, reliability is addressed through working in a structured way and 

maintaining a chain of evidence. Using documents as source of information also enhances the 

reliability in that these documents are not subjected to time and, as such, remain stable. It is also 

tried to enhance the reliability by describing the project selection procedure and the way 

measurement and analysis is done.  
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 Results 1: tabulating scores per project 3.2
Table 3.3; Results dimension Scope 

 
Client name 

SCOPE 

Applicable customer roles Phase of client’s NPD process 
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OCE Canon 1 1  1       3   1 

Uneto VNI 1 1 1        3  1  

Stedin 1 1 1        3 1   

Astrazeneca 1 1         2   1 

NS 1 1 1        3 1   

Sabic 1 1 1        3 0,5 0,5  

Shire 1 1 1        3   1 

Vitens 1 1 1        3 1   

Sum of  applicable 
customer roles  

per role 

8 8 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sum of projects per 
phase 

3,5 1,5 3 

Applicability of roles in % 
 relative to total projects 

100% 100% 75% 12,5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% Projects per phase in % 
relative to total projects 

44% 19% 38% 
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Table 3.3 and 3.4 show the results from the scoring of all CJ reports using the scales we developed. 

Table 3.3 shows it for the dimension: scope.  

Column two shows all 10 roles of Coviello and Joseph and each line shows a 1 if the role was present 

in the particular CJ. The percentage score at the bottom shows that ‘Source of latent needs’-role and 

‘Sounding board’-role were present in all eight projects (present in 100% of the projects). The ‘Critic’-

role is covered in six out of eight CJ projects which is applicable in 75% of the projects (i.e. Uneto VNI, 

Stedin, NS, Sabic, Shire, and Vitens). The ‘Early buyer’-role is limited in its application (present in 

12,5% of the projects), since this role is only covered in the project for OCÉ Canon. The remainder of 

the customer roles are not found in the CJ projects (0% applicability), namely the customer roles 

‘Development buyer’, ‘Co-developer’, ‘Technical advisor’, ‘Promoter’, ‘Approver’, and ‘Requester’.  

Table 3.3 column three shows in which parts of the client’s NPD process the CJ activities were 

performed. The picture is all three NPD phases are present. However, the picture is mixed in the 

sense that a CJ generally only includes 1 phase and thus focuses on front, middle or end of client’s 

NPD process. An exception is the CJ project carried out for Sabic. This project involved two 

subsequent phases (early and intermediate).  

Table 3.4; Results dimension Integration 

  
Client name 

INTEGRATION 

Continuousness Alignment of activities 
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OCE Canon 1   1   

Uneto VNI 1   1   

Stedin 1   1   

Astrazeneca 1   1   

NS 1   1   

Sabic  1   1  

Shire 1   1   

Vitens 1   1   

Total number of projects per measurement category 7 1 0 7 1 0 

Percentage of projects in category 87,5% 12,5% 0,0% 87,5% 12,5% 0,0% 

 
Table 3.4 shows the results from the operationalization of the measures for all CJ projects regarding 

integration. Integration contains two facets. Column two shows the first facet, i.e. continuousness of 

the activities. Each line shows how often the CJ activities were performed in the particular CJ project. 

The percentage score at the bottom shows that CJ is merely a one-off effort (87,5% of the projects). 

Only one project (i.e. Sabic) was performed in a two-time manner (12,5%). In this CJ project first 

ideas for NPD were generated on the basis of customer insights, and second, the developed concepts 

were evaluated with customers. The third column of Table 3.4 shows the second facet, i.e. alignment 

of the activities. 87,5% of the activities were performed in a stand-alone matter, hence no alignment 

could be discovered in these projects. One project (i.e. Sabic) is medium aligned. In the CJ project 

performed for Sabic the separate activities of customer involvement were aligned and related to 

each other. 
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 Results 2: calculating overall scores  3.3

Using our two dimensions and scores for different facets we can now compute overall scores per 

dimension. In this sense we use the dimensions as second order construct with the facets at the first 

level. The sum was determined in following way, see Table 3.5. The first step for determining scope is 

to consider how many customer roles the CJ fulfills. For this, we looked at the number of customer 

roles that were applicable during the project and compared this with the maximum amount of 

customer roles possible. More specific, the Sum of applicable customer roles per project’s NPD phase 

(column 2) is divided by the maximum number of customer roles that are possible within the NPD 

phase. Then the average percentages were calculated, see last two rows. Scope (X̅1,𝟐,𝟑) is determined 

as follows: X̅1,𝟐,𝟑 ≤33,3% = low scope, 33,3%<X̅1,𝟐,𝟑≤66,6% = medium scope, X̅1,𝟐,𝟑>66,6% = higher scope . 

The last row of Table 3.5 shows the final score, which is 70%. This can be classified as high. 

Interesting is also the scope calculations per NPD phase which are mentioned in penultimate row of 

Table 3.5. The picture is that the projects carried out in the first phase hold a full scope. This implies 

that all the roles that can be applied in the early phase are applicable to the CJ projects carried out in 

client’s early NPD phase.  The scope of CJ projects in the intermediate and late phase are carried out 

in a less comprehensive manner. These phases hold a scope of 43 and 44 per cent respectively. 

Table 3.5; Calculating Scope 

  Roles fulfilled per NPD phase  
(in % relative to total roles in particular phase) 
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OCE Canon 3   50% 

Uneto VNI 3  50%  

Stedin 3 100%   

Astrazeneca 2   33% 

NS 3 100%   

Sabic 3 100% 50%  

Shire 3   50% 

Vitens 3 100%   

 Projects in phase 3,5 1,5 3 

 Scope per NPD phase X̅1 = 100% X̅2= 50% X̅3= 44% 

SCOPE 
(𝐗̅ 𝟏,𝟐,𝟑) 

70% = higher scope 

 
The overall score for the dimension Integration is also calculated, see Table 3.6. Here we applied 

weights to the categories to compute Integration. The use of weights is done such that when for 

instance none of the projects show any sign of continuity and alignment (categorized as: one-off and 

lower alignment), the calculated value for integration is 0 per cent. Contrary, when the CJ projects 

hold more continuity and alignment, then this will also higher the calculated value for Integration. 

The value for integration (I) is then categorized as follows:: 𝐼  ≤33,3% = low integration, 

33,3%<𝐼≤66,6% = medium integration, 𝐼>66,6% = higher integration . The last row of Table 3.6 shows 

the final score for Integration, which is 6 per cent. This can be classified as low. 
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Table 3.6; Calculating Integration 

 INTEGRATION 

Continuousness Alignment of activities 
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Number of projects per measurement category 7 1 0 7 1 0 

Percentage of projects per measurement category  
(𝑷 ) 

87,5% 12,5% 0,0% 87,5% 12,5% 0,0% 

Weight  
(𝑾 ) 

0 0,5 1 0 0,5 1 

Weighted percentage of projects in category 
(𝑷 ∗ 𝑾 ) 

0% 6% 0% 0% 6% 0% 

 Continuousness = 
𝐶 = 𝛴(𝑃𝑐 ∗ 𝑊𝑐) 

6% Alignment = 
𝐴 = 𝛴(𝑃𝑎 ∗  𝑊𝑎) 

6% 

 Integration =  
I = 𝐗̅ 𝑪,𝑨 

6% 

 Conclusion and Discussion  3.4

Results of the screening show that CJ is a label for a set of customer related, but very different, 

activities. It includes e.g. customer interviews but also customer observations. It does not pertain to 

one phase of the NPD process but many different phases. Hence, the CJ is a varying set of tools -

rather than one tool- in which the activities are not related to each other. 

The CJ has many similarities with the Empathic design method described in Chapter 2.6. Through 

observing and interviewing the customer in its natural context relevant and ‘true’ (not biased) 

qualitative insights are derived which are particularly useful within NPD processes. The purpose of 

this method is to enlarge client’s empathy towards the customer through interaction in customer’s 

natural context and, thereby, revealing real (latent) customer needs.  

 

Scope of toolbox     

Higher scope 

 

3 
Toolbox with high 
scope, but low 
integration 

2 1 
Clear integrated 

toolbox with high 
scope 

 

Medium scope 

 

6 
 

5 4  

Low scope 

 

9 
Toolbox with low 
scope and low 
integration 

8 7 
Clear integrated 
toolbox with low 

scope 

 

 Low integration 

 
Medium integration 

 
Higher integration 

 
Integration 

toolbox 

Figure 3.1; Assessing the comprehensiveness of the Customer Journey 

The Bridge’s CJ 
• Low integration 
• Higher scope  
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The overall scores per dimension from Section 3.3 are merged with the framework of Chapter 2. The 

result is Figure 3.1, which shows the CJ in quadrant three with a higher scope and low integration. 

Regarding scope, this implies that, many customer roles per NPD phase are fulfilled. However, the 

results suggest that, with regard to the intermediate and late phases, more customer roles could be 

added (see Chapter 4 and 5). The overall score for the dimension integration is limited, implying that 

the activities are non-continuous and non-related. A higher integration could be obtained by 

developing a solution that is continuous and well aligned (again: see Chapter 4 and 5).   

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
On the basis of previous conclusions and discussion we can now propose that the label Customer 

Journey is used for a divers variety of customer-related activities. The activities and, thereby, also the 

results of these activities are thus changeable, even when the label CJ remains the same.  

The inconsistent use of the CJ label is also acknowledged by The Bridge. Showcasing this 

acknowledgement: in a PowerPoint presentation, which dated from the year 2013, The Bridge 

expresses its concerns about the CJ label. In addition, the presentation proposes to develop standard 

formats and different labels for varieties in the CJ.   

In the literature the importance of unambiguous use of a brand (we now use brand instead of label) 

is also described (e.g. Hoeffler and Keller, 2001; Yoo et al., 2000). The need for better branding 

becomes more obvious when comparing the definition of a brand with The Bridge’s utility of the CJ 

label. A brand is defined as: a seller’s promise to deliver a specific set of features, benefits and 

services consistent to the buyers (Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders, and Wong, 2001, p.188). The 

highlighted words ‘specific’ and ‘consistent’ obviously contrasts with the non-specific and 

inconsistent manner in which the label CJ is used.  

Table 3.7; Suggestions for improvements 

Brand name NPD phase In accordance 
with projects for 
these clients: 

Description 

Customer 
Insight 
Journey 

Early phase Stedin 
NS 
Vitens 
Sabic 

Customer insight generation based on Emphatic design 
method. Focused on discovering new opportunities for 
growth through identifying latent needs, generating new 
ideas, setting boundaries etcetera. 

Customer 
Concept 
Journey 

Intermediate 
phase 

Uneto VNI 
Sabic 

Focused on evaluation and improvement of new 
business concepts through concept testing and expert 
opinion. Which features/functions should or should not 
be included etcetera. 

Customer 
Market 
Journey  

Late phase OCE Canon 
Shire 
Astrazeneca 

Focused on the questions such as:  
How should the new business concept be marketed? 
Which distribution channel, which price, which 
marketing channel etcetera? 

 

Hence, improving the CJ through proper branding could be a suitable strategy. On the basis of 

aforementioned insights some suggestions are drawn, see Table 3.7. The name Customer Journey is 

used as parent brand, since it has already developed some awareness both in the market as well as 

within The Bridge. We suggest to adopt three different brand names. One for each NPD phase. As 

such, the purpose and, thereby, the desired results of the CJ activities become more obvious. For 

instance, when The Bridge performs the Customer Insight Journey (see row two Table 3.7) in client’s 
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early NPD phase, one may expect that the purpose is for instance to set boundaries and generate 

ideas for innovation. During the intermediate phase clients can consider the Customer Concept 

Journey (see row three). Here, one may expect to get for instance feedback from- and co-create with 

customers. The CJ activities should in this phase be in line with these expectations. This principle also 

works for the late phase in which more go-to-market related insights should be generated. Although 

this suggestion for improvement is briefly described, this can be the basis for future improvements 

and developments concerning the CJ method.  
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PHASE 2 
Science based design 
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 Identifying extensions for Customer Journey  4
The screening performed in the previous chapter, provides valuable input and direction for possible 

solutions with regard to customer involvement at The Bridge. Guided by the framework we now 

know that customer involvement product line of The Bridge has its limitations. E.g. not all of the 

customer roles (Coviello and Joseph, 2012) are integrated in the CJ method. Additionally, the CJ 

scores low on degree of integration.  

Hence, the next challenge is to design a solution to the identified limitations and develop clear 

directions for extending The Bridge’s customer involvement product line. Both Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5 are part of this design process that, together, will answer research question three. While in 

Chapter 4 we will brainstorm for an extension idea, a concept design for extension is developed in 

Chapter 5.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows: first the methods are described in Chapter 4.1. Then the 

results are presented in Chapter 4.2.  The conclusion  and discussion are also part of Chapter 4.2. 

 Method 4.1

DATA COLLECTION 
We have decided to let The Bridge’s employees participate in an extensive manner during idea 

generation  for the extension. Several arguments support this decision. First, the employees all are 

business innovation expert. Hence, we may expect them to be well aware of the (im)possibilities of 

involving customers in NPD. Second, through their intensive and direct contact with their clients- the 

employees are assumed to be well aware of the trends and developments in the market. Third, 

letting internal stakeholders participate during design science research is encouraged in the 

literature, because of their ability to influence the solution direction, and, hence, be open to 

adoption of the final results (e.g. van Aken et al., 2006). 

Table 4.1 shows a brief overview of the people who were involved in the study with their relative 

position. The employees’ position varies from junior to senior. They all possess more than five years 

of experience in the field of innovation, while two of them have already been active in this field for 

more than 20 years. 

Table 4.1; Participating employees 

Employee name Position employee Years of experience in field of innovation 
Sybrand de Boer Medior 7+ 

Annemarie Perquin Medior 7+ 

Pim Engels Senior 20+ 

Jeroen de Kempenaer Senior 20+ 

Tom Gouman Medior 7+ 

Bas van Wieringen Medior 7+ 

Luuk Nijland Junior 5+ 

Pieter de Koning Medior 7+ 

Lindy Hensen Medior 7+ 

 
MEASUREMENT 
The brainstorm technique “Nominal group” was used (Delbecq and Van de Ven, 1971) to let 

employees participate during idea generation. This brainstorm technique is a structured 

methodology for generating ideas of a group on any topic. It was used since Delbecq and Van de Ven 
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(1974) provided evidence that this method improves collaboration and increase the quantity of 

ideas, and that it is designed so that all attendees participate and no ideas are rejected.  

The process of brainstorming consists of a period of diverging in which ideas are generated and a 

period of converging in which ideas are bundled, concretized and rated on business potential. In 

Appendix B, a process map is included which visualizes the process of the brainstorm. The brainstorm 

began with an individual brainstorm regarding a well-defined topic. It was stated as the following 

question: “how can The Bridge help their clients incorporate the most important customer roles and 

at the same time achieve higher integration of activities?”. This question was established in dialogue 

with The Bridge’s research supervisor. The participants were asked to describe several elements per 

idea: first an idea name, the customer role that matches with the idea, and a short description of the 

idea. After the brainstorm was finalized, ideas were collected into one large idea map. Double and 

similar ideas were merged or removed. A common understanding was realized through the process 

of association. In total 32 ideas were added to the idea map. 

The ideas were then subjected to a voting to select the idea with the highest business potential. A 5-

point Likert scale was used to score the ideas (Likert, 1932). Such a scale is proven to be useful to 

question difficult to quantify information (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005).  

Table 4.2 provides an operationalization of the measures used including corresponding definitions 

and scales. Seven measures were used (see column one) for the dimension Business Potential. These 

were developed in close collaboration with the research supervisor from The Bridge. Column two 

shows the definitions, while column three shows the scales. The ideas were scored using this 

operationalization by the participating employees of The Bridge. The results were evaluated with the 

research supervisor of The Bridge. 

Table 4.2; Operationalization of constructs 

Construct Definition Items/scale 

Business Potential 
Feasibility The probability the idea is realizable To what degree do you think the idea is feasible? 

1 = little and 5 = very high  

Development costs The resources that are necessary to put 
idea in practice 

To what degree do you think resources are 
needed to develop the idea 
1 = little and 5 = very high 

Cannibalism The degree to which the idea cannibalizes 
existing products  

To what degree do you think the idea 
cannibalizes on current products? 
1 = little and 5 = very high 

Financial Potential The degree to which the idea has the 
potential to generate profit 

To what degree do you think the idea has the 
potential to generate profit? 
1 = little and 5 = very high 

Fulfillment of 
customer needs 

The degree to which the idea matches and 
fulfills customer needs 

To what degree do you think the idea matches 
customer needs? 
1 = little and 5 = very high 

Expected success-rate  The degree to which the idea will be 
successful in the market 

To what degree do you think the idea will be 
successful in the market? 
1 = little and 5 = very high 

Expected market size The degree to which the market size will be 
low/high 

To what degree do you think the market size of 
the idea will be? 
1 = little and 5 = very high 
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ANALYSIS 
The ideas were first tabulated into a large idea map which is a list that included all generated ideas 

and a short descriptions of the ideas. Also, the customer roles that matches each idea were included 

in the idea map. The idea map was then processed such that it became visible which ideas match 

with which customer role.  This is done through applying cross-table principles. By calculating 

frequencies it became visible which customer role is chosen more often than others. When a 

customer role is more often matched with ideas, this customer role is assumed to be of higher 

importance. The data were then sorted such that ideas, that included customer roles of higher 

importance, are noted first. 

Also the scores given to the ideas were tabulated and analyzed. Averages of scores and significances 

of differences between these avarages were calculated using IBM® SPSS® Statistics (version 20). 

More specific, an independent sample t-test was performed to discover differences between the 

business potential of the ideas. The idea with the highest score was identified and selected for 

further development.  

VALIDITY 
We ensured valid brainstorm results by applying the Nominal group technique. This technique 

enables participants to first brainstorm individually, where after the group as a whole starts 

brainstorming. Hence, undesirable influences -such as group thinking and differences in personality 

and hierarchical positions- were minimalized. While it seems counter intuitive to not include 

customers for this study, we decided to keep things simple, and as such, we did not include 

customers of The Bridge. This might limit the external validity. However, we did include employees of 

The Bridge whom are assumed to be highly aware of the trends and developments in the market of 

business innovation.  

Construct validity refers to the use of adequate operational measures for the phenomena that are 

studied, as already explained earlier in this report. The scales and items used were developed for this 

study and not yet tested for validity. It is tried to enhance the validity by carefully developing the 

measures in close collaboration with the research supervisor from The Bridge, an expert in business 

innovation and concept development sessions.  

The reliability is addressed through maintaining a chain of evidence. Part of this chain is the protocol 

which was established upfront the brainstorm session to guide the idea generation (see appendix B). 

Also the results are evaluated with the research supervisor of The Bridge. 
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 Results 1: idea generation 4.2
Table 4.3; Idea-map brainstorm 

   Type of customer roles 
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1 Board of customers BoC is an environment (potentially virtual) in which customers can collaborate with client’s 
NPD team. BoC is comparable as analogy with the Board of Commisioners of a company. It is a 
separate organ which supervises the board of a company. However, BoC is does not supervise 
the company’s board, but supervises the company’s NPD process. In addition, BoC does not 
consist of commissioners but of (potential) customers instead. These customers contribute 
through airing their opinion and giving feedback and solutions to problems during the 
intermediate phase of NPD. 

1          

2 Business Innovation 
Architects 

BIA is a proposition in which The Bridge seeks the right partner for its client and takes care of a 
shared business model and fluent collaboration between client and partner. It is as analogy 
comparable with the classic collaboration teams from the construction industry. Typically 
construction projects are organized by an architect, project developer, and contractor (classic 
collaboration teams). The independent architect sketches the outlines, which pertains the 
base for further collaboration between project developer and contractor. This principle is 
applied to the proposition BIA in which The Bridge functions as independent architect. The 
Bridge then sketches the right outlines for the NPD collaboration of its clients (project 
developer) and partner (contractor). 

1          

3 Co-creatie We kunnen als The Bridge een tool of propositie ontwikkelen specifiek voor co-creatie. Daarbij 
uitleggen hoe relevant co-creatie met partners / klanten is voor innovatie en innovatie succes. 
En een methode bedenken voor het vinden van de juiste partners/klanten, de juiste 
methodiek voor co-ontwikkeling, etc. 

1                   

4 Co-development 
services 

Projectmanagement van het co-development traject. In de praktijk moeten er een veelheid 
aan zaken worden geregeld (zowel juridisch als qua beschikbaarheid van FTE) die wellicht 
versneld kunnen worden wanneer er een intermediair (The Bridge) wordt aangesteld. (ps. 
nadelig bijeffect van co-development kan zijn dat er te specifiek voor 1 afnemer wordt 
ontwikkeld en daarmee een deel van het potentiele afzetgebied onderbelicht blijft) 

1                   

5 Shared expertise samen bedenken/verder uitwerken van de innovatie door het inzetten en challengen van 1                   
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verschillende (aanpalende) expertise velden. Dit lijkt me zeer nuttig en stimulerend voor (een 
groep) klanten als co-ontwikkelaar. 

6 Co ontwikkelaar Samen ontwikkelen. The Bridge heeft goede contacten en weet hoe men een klant moet 
benaderen. Dat is waar bedrijven vaak moeite mee hebben. Iteratie. 

1                   

7 Service gericht op Co. 
Creatie 

Dienst om onze klanten te leren stakeholders management en Co. Creatie toe te passen en 
communities te ontwikkelen 

1                   

8 Co-ontwikkelaar Left blank intentionally  1                   

9 Co-creatie een dienst waarbij relevante consumenten mee willen werken leefervaring inbrengen etc om 
tot een nieuwe service of product te komen 

1                   

10 Business development 
/ Product 
improvement 

Dit zou een uitbreiding op nr 1 kunnen zijn: interim business development. Bijkomend zou hier 
kunnen zijn dat je het niet alleen in samenspraak met het C-level van je opdrachtgever doet, 
maar expliciet een plek in je team opneemt voor de technisch ontwikkelaar, om zo in co-
creatie oplossingen te ontwikkelen. 

1                   

11 Coordinated pre-
launch storytelling 

Netwerk van partners bijeenbrengen die een duidelijke briefing ontvangen over welke 
toegevoegde waarde de beoogde innovatie gaat opleveren. Vooruitlopend op 
marktintroductie wordt reeds een market pull in gang gezet omdat potentiele klanten al 
worden geinformeerd over wat er aan zit te komen (wellicht aan te raden om met NDA's te 
werken wanneer technische details gedeeld worden). 

  1                 

12 promotor - actieve 
search naar lead users 

helpen bij actieve search naar promotors   1                 

13 social media en 
community 
empowerment 

verdere invulling moet ik (pim) over nadenken   1                 

14 Promoter Is iets wat we nog niet aanbieden! Mooie kans om dit als innovatie-marketing-dienst op te 
nemen. Customer Journey tbv marketing 

  1                 

15 Promoter een klantrelatieversterkingsdienst. Meer communicatie richting klant. Klant daarvoor belonen. 
Klantexposuredienst. 

  1                 

16 Early stage referentie 
management 

Het toespitsen van een early stage positieve referentie   1                 

17 Customer Journey 
achtige met 
representativiteit  

Dienst welke (toekomstige of gewenste) leefpatronen van consumenten in beeld brengt en 
waarin zaken als gemak en nieuwe technologie een plaats krijgt (voorbeeld technologie 
blinden stok met app route begeleiding etc) 

    1               

18 Customer Journey series/one-off in de praktijk. betere selectiemethode klanten (klantprofielen, leading-edge 
klanten) 

    1               

19 Customer Journey Doen we natuurlijk al: In een CJ kun je zowel achter latente behoeften komen, als een 
product/dienst testen bij de doelgroep. Dit doen we vaak met de klanten van onze 
opdrachtgevers. 

    1               

20 Customer Journey Voor vinden van latente klantbehoeften is onze bestaande CJ methodiek erg geschikt. Wellicht 
kunnen we dat nog beter 'branden', of het verhaal beter uitleggen. Namelijk dat je voor 
discontinue innovatie de latente behoeften moet weten, en dat je hiervoor de 'latent 

    1               
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customer needs journey' van ons moet uitvoeren. 

21 Early stage business 
planning 

Om ontwikkel investeerders te vinden is het goed om in een vroeg stadium de markt op te 
gaan om geinteresseerden te vinden. Hierbij is het niet nodig om een volledig uitgewerkt 
business plan te hebben en kan JUIST aan de start van de ontwikkelfase een kort en bondig 
business plan (bevattende business model, business case, roll out plan en team) voldoende 
zijn om interesse te wekken. De inspanning komt mede hierdoor niet te liggen op het schijven 
van een plan, maar het zoeken van geinteresseerden. 

      1             

22 Co-financiering 
services 

Faciliteren van een door vertrouwen gedreven alliantie tussen afnemer en leverancier. 
Vervolgens een business case opstellen en laten valideren door marktpartijen en externe 
experts. Vervolgens financieringsbehoefte expliciet maken en op zoek gaan naar de vorm(en) 
van financiering die het best aansluit op de behoefte. 

      1             

23 Innovatiepartner/ 
intermim business 
development 

Dit is inhoudelijk al een vorm van dienstverlening die we aanbieden: samen met de klant 
definiëren van de groeistrategie, opportunities identificeren en deze verder uitwerken. Nieuw 
verdienmodel hierbij zou kunnen zijn dat het op interim basis gaat, met een lager uurtarief en 
een detachering van minimaal een paar maanden. 

      1             

24 Vroege koper Ons netwerk (en onze kennis van innovaties) inzetten om onze klant aan vroege kopers te 
helpen (doen we ook graag SPIE, Novochem etc etc) 

        1           

25 Lean SUM Het zsm vinden van een koper voor je innovatie, is cruciaal. Dat bewijst dat het werkt, en start 
de doorontwikkeling van de innovatie. De lean start-up van Steve Blank heeft ook deze 
insteek. Ook de Lean SUM propositie die we nu maken, gaat hier volgens mij op in. Dus hier 
staat al een halve tool, die we goed kunnen gaan inzetten! 

        1           

26 Een buyer/customer 
journey. 

Een buyer/customer journey lijkt me goed om een vroege koper te vinden. In deze fase is het 
concept uitgewerkt en zoek je een test/pilot klant (zo heb ik de vraag geinterpreteerd). 
Hiervoor is het goed om 'een rondje langs de velden' te maken middels een BJ/CJ 

        1           

27 innovation 
soundboard 

test innovatie met klanten in real life setting. Al gedaan voor KPN: proefopstelling "klein 
kantoor" testen. Consumenten vs B2B klankbord: vaste club van 1000 die reactie kunnen 
geven 

          1         

28 Soundboard - quick & 
dirty 

kunnen we het laagdrempeliger maken voor de klant om gedurende het proces een toetsing 
te doen? 

          1         

29 Feed back krijgen 
werkvorm 

Uitvraag naar feed back onv. Uitgelegde productfunctie en gebruiksaanwijzing en wijze van 
aanbieden en aftersales etc 

          1         

30 Technisch adviseur Idem als 1. Doen we ook al regelmatig (net aan Cosun Biobased aangeboden)             1       

31 Techn adviseur Onderzoek naar leefwijze van consumenten in relatie tot technisch gebruik van producten 
=btc hier 

            1       

32 verzoeker interviews, lange termijn relaties creëren. terugkoppeling richting bedrijf               1     

    Presence of roles  31% 19% 13% 9% 9% 9% 6% 3% 0% 0% 
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In total, 32 ideas were generated by the participants during the brainstorm. Table 4.3 shows the 

complete list.  

Column one shows the idea number. Column two shows the name of each idea. Column three shows 

a short description of each idea. Column four shows all 10 roles of Coviello and Joseph (2012) and 

each line shows a 1 if the role is expected to be present in the particular idea.  

The percentage score, indicating the presence of customer roles, at the bottom of the table shows, 

that the ‘Co-developer’-role is present in 31 per cent (10 ideas) of the ideas. Hence, this is the role 

with the highest presence.  The ten ideas all involve co-creation activities with customers. Some 

ideas are focused on learning The Bridge’s clients why and how to co-create with customers (idea 

number 1, 3, 4 and 7). Other ideas are focused on the role of The Bridge as being a project manager 

of co-creation activities (idea number 1, 2, 4, and 6). Two ideas suggest to use The Bridge’s industry 

spanning network to match clients to potential customers (idea number 5 and 6). 

The ‘Promoter’-role is present in 19 per cent of the ideas (6 ideas). These ideas all include some sort 

of promotion activity such as creating word of mouth, generating rumors about innovative trends, 

creating a market pull etc.. The Bridge could play a role to help and teach its clients applying 

important promotion and marketing tactics such as ‘looking for positive early stage references, 

‘strengthen relationships’, and ‘deploying The Bridge’s network’ (idea numbers 11, 12, 14, 15 and 

16). 

9 per cent of the ideas pertained to the ‘Source of latent needs’-role (4 ideas).  

9 per cent of the ideas (3 ideas for each role) pertained to the roles: ‘Development buyer’, ‘Early 

buyer’, and ‘Sounding board’. The ideas generated for the ‘Development buyer’-role are all 

characterized by the active role The Bridge could play in activities before the innovation is even 

developed. The Bridge could help its clients to talk with their customers about opportunities and a 

shared growth strategy (idea 21, 22, and 23). Here, the already existing method ‘Early stage business 

planning’ could be used. For the ‘Early buyer’-role The Bridge could make use of its network and the 

new developed Lean-SUM proposition to help its clients find the first early buyers (idea numbers 24, 

25, and 26). Ideas for the ‘Sounding board’-role all refer to the role The Bridge could play in 

establishing a continuous and efficient stream of feedback between clients and their customers 

during the entire NPD process (idea numbers 27, 28, and 29). 

Less ideas are generated for the customer roles ‘Technical advisor’ (two ideas), ‘Requester’ (1 idea), 

‘Approver’ and ‘Critic’ (zero ideas).  
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 Results 2: idea scoring 4.3

An independent-samples 2-tailed t-test was conducted to compare the ideas based on the measures developed for determining the business potential. 

Table 4.4 show the results. 

Table 4.4; Group Statistics and equality tests 

Measure 

Group statistics 
Levene's Test for Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

Idea 
number 

and 
names N Mean 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. Error 
Mean F Sig. t Sig. (2-tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Financial potential 1 BoC 7 3,57 0,535 0,202 2,26 0,16 1,08 0,30 0,43 

2 BIA 7 3,14 0,9 0,34 

Completeness of concept 1 BoC 7 3,57 0,535 0,202 1,20 0,30 1,92 0,08 0,57 

2 BIA 7 3 0,577 0,218 

Feasibility 1 BoC 7 3,86 0,69 0,261 0,67 0,43 -0,42 0,68 -0,14 

2 BIA 7 4 0,577 0,218 

Expected degree of fulfilling customer needs 1 BoC 7 4 0,816 0,309 1,02 0,33 0,60 0,56 0,29 

2 BIA 7 3,71 0,951 0,36 

Expected success-rate 1 BoC 7 3,86 0,69 0,261 0,00 1,00 1,30 0,22 0,43 

2 BIA 7 3,43 0,535 0,202 

Expected market size 1 BoC 7 3,57 0,535 0,202 1,47 0,25 0,40 0,70 0,14 

2 BIA 7 3,43 0,787 0,297 

Effort necessary to put in practice (corrected 
for: lower is better) 

1 BoC 7 1,86 0,9 0,34 0,67 0,43 0,25 0,81 0,14 

2 BIA 7 1,71 1,254 0,474 

Degree of cannibalism on current products 
(corrected for: lower is better) 

1 BoC 7 3,29 0,951 0,36 0,75 0,40 -0,31 0,77 -0,14 

2 BIA 7 3,43 0,787 0,297 

Averages 1 BoC 7 3,448 0,267 0,707  

2 BIA 7 3,231 0,301 0,796 
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Table 4.4 shows the group statistics of the idea scoring. Column one show the measures used. 

Column two show the idea names. Two ideas were scored, these include BoC (Board of Customers) 

and BIA (Business Innovation Matchmaking). Seven participants scored these ideas (see column 

three). There were no missing values. Column four, five and six show Mean Values, Standard 

Deviations and Standard Errors Means. The average scores at the bottom show that BoC (M=3.448, 

SD=0.267) scores higher than BIA (M=3.231, SD=0.301). 

Table 4.4 also shows the results of the Independent Samples Test. See the second part of the table. 

The first column shows Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances. The Sig. values show that the equality 

of variances can be assumed (all values are >.05; two-tailed). Column two shows the t-test for 

Equality of Means. The overall picture is that no significant differences between BoC and BIA could 

be discovered (all values p >.05). When looking at the column for Mean Differences the results show 

that for six measures the mean scores are in favor of BoC (i.e. Financial potential, Completeness of 

concepts, Expected degree of fulfilling customer needs, Expected success-rate, Expected market size, 

and Effort necessary to put in practice), while for two measures the scores are in favor of BIA 

(Feasibility and Degree of cannibalism on current products). 

 Conclusion and Discussion 4.4

IDEA GENERATION 
The ‘Co-developer’-role is include most often in the generated ideas. This may suggest that the 

participants think this role is most important for the success of innovation. Another explanation 

might be that participants think developing a service specifically for covering this role would be 

beneficial for The Bridge. The ‘Co-developer’-role is not yet included in the customer integration 

services of The Bridge. The ‘Co-developer’-rol is the direction in which many ideas are generated 

which are also new to The Bridge. Two ideas (i.e. idea number one and two from the idea-list) are 

basis for the idea scoring, see next section. 

IDEA SCORING 
While the tests show no significant differences between the business potential of the ideas BoC and 

BIA we decided to develop the former idea (Board of Customers). This decision is based on the 

following: the average results between the two ideas show that six of the eight measures are in favor 

of BoC, while the average results of two out of the eight measures are in favor of BIA. In order to 

make a decent decision which idea to develop further we presented these results again to the 

participating employees of The Bridge. Through a voting by raising hands, they unanimously wanted 

to develop idea number one ‘Board of Customers’.  

BoC is an environment (potentially virtual) in which customers can collaborate with client’s NPD 

team. The idea encompasses more active client customer collaboration which takes place in a 

continuous manner during the NPD process. The development of this idea is topic for subsequent 

chapter. 
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 Towards a solution design  5
The next challenge is to develop a solution design on the basis of the identified idea. The identified  

idea with the highest rating is called Board of Customers (BoC). BoC is an environment (potentially 

virtual) in which customers can collaborate with client’s NPD team.  

As already said, the chosen research approach is ‘design science research’. Denyer (2008) proposes 

design-oriented research synthesis as an appropriate methodology for developing field-tested design 

propositions, through following CIMO-logic. This logic implies a problem setting, Context, for which 

the design proposition suggests an Intervention type, to produce, through Mechanisms, the 

intended Outcome. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: first a short literature review towards (virtual) 

collaboration is performed, see Section 5.1. Then the solution is designed in Section 5.3. Third, the 

solution that is preferred is selected in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 advices for implementation are 

given. The chapter ends with a conclusion and discussion, see Section 5.6. 

 Literature review on Virtual Customer Environments 5.1

Based on the insights of previous chapters we can now searched for new literature, that match the 

highest rated idea of Chapter 4, in order to solve the problem where The Bridge is dealing with. The 

purpose of searching for new literature is to develop a science-based fundament which enables the 

researcher to transform the identified idea towards a solution concept. Again: the identified idea is 

called Board of Customers (BoC). It is an environment (potentially virtual) in which customers can 

collaborate with client’s NPD team. BoC is comparable as analogy with the Board of Commisioners of 

a company. It is a separate organ which supervises the board of a company. However, BoC is does 

not supervise the company’s board, but supervises the company’s NPD process. In addition, BoC 

does not consist of commissioners but of (potential) customers instead. These customers contribute 

through airing their opinion and giving feedback and solutions to problems during the intermediate 

phase of NPD. 

5.1.1 Selection of relevant articles 

We search for the most relevant articles using Google Scholar and downloaded these using the TU/e 

licenses. These databases include e.g. J-Stor and ABI Inform. Google Scholar is extensively used for 

this step since this search engine aims to rank documents the way researchers do, namely: weighing 

the full text of each document, where it was published, who it was written by, as well as how often 

and how recently it has been cited in other scholarly literature. 

The basic idea of BoC shows many similarities with the concept Virtual Customer Environments (see 

Chapter 0). Virtual Customer Environments (VCE) is a recent development. Some have attributed 

great potential of outsourcing specific NPD tasks to the customers through the internet as platform 

(Poetz and Schreier, 2012). Involving customers through VCEs can be done in early, intermediate, and 

late phases and can, therefore be seen as a rather integrated approach.  

The search term “virtual customer environment innovation” resulted in a lot of articles. We selected 

the articles which were ranked highest within Google Scholar. On top of that, we looked for articles 

which included knowledge that had a high degree of Actionability of information. Actionability of 

information is defined as: The ability of information to indicate specific actions to be taken in order 

to achieve the desired objective. This type of information would be more beneficial in this context 
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(van Aken, 2006). The actionability is examined by evaluating article’s title and abstract and search 

for words and phrases like for instance ‘a stepwise method for virtual collaboration’. 

Table 5.1 shows an overview of the selected articles. In total four articles were selected. These 

articles matched with the identified idea (BoC) and appeared to be relevant for the development of 

concept solutions on the basis of the actionability of information. The extracted articles were tried to 

categorize on: Used key-words in title/abstract, year of publication, authors, nature of study 

(meta/case, theoretical/practical), and relevance for own problem.  

See Table 5.1, the first two studies by  Sawhney, Verona, and Prandelli (2005) and Nambisan (2002) 

give specific information about how the Internet impacts the process of collaborative innovation. 

They also point out the key differences between physical and virtual collaboration. The third selected 

study is performed by Hemetsberger and Godula (2007). They suggest that the decision which online 

tool to choose can be matched with company conditions and the preferred type of knowledge 

sharing. The fourth study is performed by Füller, Bartl, Ernst, Mühlbacher (2004). They explored, 

tested and refined the concept of virtual collaborations and provided a four step guideline for its 

realization.  

A more elaborate description of the selected articles is given in Section 5.1.2. 
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Table 5.1; Overview of selected literature 
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Collaborating to create: The 
internet as a platform for 
customer engagement in 
product innovation 

M. Sawhney, G. 
Verona, E. 
Prandelli 

2
0

0
5 Journal of 

Interactive 
Marketing 

Two exploratory case studies (Ducatie motor 
industry, and Eli Lilly pharmaceutical industry) to 
illustrate the integrated and systematic usage of 
internet based mechanisms 

How has the internet impacted the process of 
collaborative innovation 
Outline of distinctive capabilities of the internet 
as platform and suggest that firms can use these 
capabilities through mechanisms at different 
NPD stages.  
 

X X X   

Designing virtual customer 
environments for NPD: 
towards a theory 

Satish Nambisan 

2
0

0
2 Academy of 

Management 
Review 

Multitheoretic analysis of literature to examine 
the design of a VCE, focusing on four underlying 
theoretical themes (interaction pattern, 
knowledge creation, customer motivation, 
customer-team integration) 

Implications for VCE design 
Propositions that relate VCE design elements to 
successful customer value creation 

X  X   

Virtual customer 
integration in NPD in 
industrial markets: the QLL 
framework 

Andres 
Hemetsberger 
Georg Godula 

2
0

0
7 Journal of 

Business-to-
Business 
marketing 

Introduction of new framework which is 
receptive to the explicitness and tacitness of 
knowledge exchange + the criteria for selecting 
methods that serve best to transfer knowledge 
Practical example is given 

VCI methods offer promising new tools for filing 
information gaps in design and product testing 
Complex tasks + when shared understanding is 
vital close face-to-face cooperation 
When visualization and time is important 
Virtual methods 

X X   X 

Community based 
innovation: a method to 
utilize the innovative 
potential of online 
communities 

J. Füller, M. Bartl, 
H. Ernst, H. 
Mühlbacher 

2
0

0
4 Conference on 

System Sciences 
Suggesting a methods to utilize the existing 
innovative potential of communities in the 
consumer goods sector.Case study to show the 
use of CBI as guideline consisting of four 
systemized steps 

The concept of Community Based Innovation 
(CBI) was explored, tested and refined in several 
already conducted business projects in the 
consumer goods sector.CBI can be used as 
guideline with four systemized steps 

X  X  X  
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5.1.2 Literature on virtual collaborative innovation 

5.1.2.1 Key differences between virtual and physical interactions 

Section is based on studies by Nambisan (2002) and Sawhney, Verona, and Prandelli (2005)  

We now focus how the Internet can be used as a powerful platform to facilitate interactions with 

customers during the process of innovation. The widespread deployment of the Internet has greatly 

enhances companies’ opportunities to interact with their customers during the product innovation 

process. Through creating virtual customer environments (Nambisan, 2002) companies can integrate 

customers’ knowledge by means of an ongoing dialogue (Sawhney and Prandelli, 2000). These virtual 

communication possibilities enhances the interaction between companies and customers in several 

ways. It gives companies the opportunity to start persistent conversations instead of episodic one-way 

interactions in a cost effective manner. By creating online communities the social dimension can be 

captured that exists among a group of users with shared interests. Also, it extends the reach and the 

scope of interactions with companies’ customers. 

The Internet is a global medium that helps overcome constrains in terms of geography and distance 

(Cairncross, 1997). Further, the Internet helps companies to overcome the trade-off between richness 

and reach (Evans and Wurster, 2000). In the physical world, companies can choose to communicate (and 

absorb) rich information, which requires personal (limited in number) interactions with users. Also, 

companies can choose to interact with larger numbers of users through for instance customer surveys, 

however, this limits the richness of interaction. Internet-based virtual environments on the other hand, 

allow companies to communicate with larger numbers of users without significant compromises on the 

richness of interaction.  

Combining the aforementioned differences between virtual and physical interactions produce three key-

benefits for virtual collaboration with users: 1) the direction of communication, 2) the intensity and 

richness of the interaction, and c) the size and scope of the audience. The differences are also shown in 

Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2; Key differences between Customer interactions in Physical and Virtual Environments  

Difference Customer - company interactions in 
physical environments 

Customer - company interactions in virtual 
environments 

Innovation perspective Firm-centric Customer-centric 

Role of the customer Passive-customer voice as an input to 
create and test products 

Active- customer as a partner in the 
innovation process 

Directions of interaction One-way firm to customer Two way- dialogue with customers 

Intensity of interaction  Spot – on contingent basis Continuous – back-and-forth dialogue 

Richness of interactions Focus on individual knowledge Focus on social and experiential knowledge 

Size and scope of audiences Direct interaction with current 
customers 

Direct as well as mediated interactions with 
prospects and potential customers 
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5.1.2.2 Matching conditions and internet collaboration tools  

Section based on a study by Hemetsberger and Godula (2007) 

New methods of virtual customer integration have added valuable options for further collaboration 

possibilities with customers throughout the entire NPD process (Hemetsberger and Godula, 2007). 

Virtual in this context means that “the individual encounters synthesized experiences created by 

computers and performed in such a way that the experiences to some degree are experienced as real 

experiences by the user (Ottosson, 2002).  

Nowadays, the literature provides several virtual customer integration tools, ranging for instance from 

online idea generation to virtual concept testing (e.g. Hemetsberger and Godula, 2007). Several authors 

tried to categorize customer involvement methods including the virtual ones such that it eases the 

decision which one to apply. For instance, Hemetsberger and Godula (2007) used three dimensions for 

categorization, namely NPD process phase, Knowledge utilization, and Qualitative evaluation criteria 

(see Appendix D). In the course of the NPD process, different kinds of customer information and 

knowledge gain in importance. Implying that different phases require different tools. Knowledge 

utilization refers to the difficulty of sharing knowledge between the company and its customers.  

Hemetsberger and Godula (2007) describe three levels of difficulty, i.e. Level 1 (easy to share) till Level 3 

(very difficult to share) with its implications for selecting the right tool.  Qualitative evaluation criteria 

refer to five general criteria which are critical in an industrial context for the selection of appropriate 

customer integration tools.  

Hemetsberger and Godula (2007) suggest that virtual methods seem more appropriate when 

visualization and time is important (more likely in Knowledge Level 1 and 2), while physical methods 

outperform virtual ones when a shared understanding is vital (more likely in Knowledge Level 3). 

5.1.2.3 How to make internet based innovation a reality 

Section is based on  a study by Füller, Bartl, Ernst, Mühlbacher (2004) 

In a study performed by Füller, Bartl, Ernst, Mühlbacher (2004) a four-step method for realizing internet 

based innovation is suggested. These include: (1) Determination of User Indicators, (2) Community 

Identification, (3) Virtual Interaction Design, and (4) User Access and Participation. This method will now 

be handled step-wise.  

(1) Determination of User Indicators  
Similar to customer integration in the physical world, Lead Users are also commended for their 

usefulness in the context of virtual collaborations. They can be found in online communities (Internet-

based platforms consisting of users with shared interests) and are highly respected by other community 

members (Kozinets, 2002). Hence, they have a strong influence on the meaning and opinions towards 

innovations. These people seem to be more useful in the early stages of NPD (Urban and Von Hippel, 

1988), while representative customers of specific product segments and target groups are more helpful 

in later stages. 
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The above suggests that the development task -which is chosen to be transferred to customers- 

influences the sought profile of customers’ skills, abilities, and characteristics. Obviously, the aim is to 

search for an optimal match between the requirements for a specific task and the profile of customers. 

Besides lead user status, personal indicators like innovativeness, creativity, and the persons’ cognitive 

style (e.g. ability of think in divergent manner, motivations, past experiences, attitude towards 

innovations), domain specific knowledge (e.g. product usage, materials, technology or market 

understanding, already invented products) and the ability to communicate can help to find this match 

(Fuller, Bartl, Ernst, and Muhlbacher, 2004). 

The right candidates for virtual collaborations can be identified by applying selection strategies. The first 

selection strategy is to use measures and questions –derived from scientific literature- the candidates 

can be asked to answer (e.g. Amabile, 1993; Hirschman, 1980; Manning , Bearden, and Madden, 1995; 

Pallister and Foxall, 1998). The second selection strategy is to apply other methods like idea contests or 

virtual stock markets to identify preferable customers (e.g. Ernst, Soll, and Spann, 2004). 

(2) Community Identification 
The second step concerns within which community the users with the defined indicators can most likely 

be found. An unambiguous answer cannot be given because the strategy for identification of promising 

communities is highly influenced by the company’s context. However, the following may guide the quest 

for the right community.  

Innovating companies often operate communities themselves. These communities can be utilized as 

potential source of users. Examples are Siemens (http://www2.siemens.fi/developers.jsp), Henkel 

(http://www.womensnet.de) or Procter and Gamble (http://www.pg.com). Another strategy for 

identifying the right community is to use existing contacts of those employees that are seen as 

enthusiasts for the products they are dealing with. Many enthusiastic employees are known with key-

communities in their specific field of interest. Another strategy is to use powerful search engines (e.g. 

www.google.com) to search for newsgroups, chats, bulletin boards, email distributors, magazines, 

societies, and clubs that are related to the topic of interest.  

When eventually a list of promising communities is established it is often best to contact the webmaster 

asking about their opinion and conditions towards prices and services offered. Note that it is cost 

efficient to link the price to the actual number of participants, not to for instance click through rates. 

(3) Virtual Interaction Design 
Although there is no single best solution for efficient design of the virtual interaction, several 

suggestions are pointed out in literature. To utilize the innovative potential of participants the online 

platform has to include a realistic judgment of ideas and concepts. Also, the platform has to stimulate 

creativity, offer collaboration techniques which enables users to work jointly on a problem (Sawhney 

and Prandelli, 2000), and provides an so called “Innoquette” which includes clear and transparent rules 

and regulations regarding exploitation rights of the ideas and protection of data privacy. 

Several parameters can be subject to change when considering how to perfectly align the virtual 

interaction design with the objectives of users and companies. These include: the intensity of interaction 

http://www2.siemens.fi/developers.jsp
http://www.womensnet.de/
http://www.pg.com/
http://www.google.com/
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(e.g. number of participants, frequency and duration); the level of multimedia richness (e.g. animations, 

virtual product presentations); the communication style (e.g. formal/informal; one- bi- or multi-

directional, anonymity of the interacting parties); and the applied tools (e.g. toolkits (Von Hippel, 2001; 

Von Hippel and Katz, 2002), virtual concept testing (Ely and Hauser, 2002), virtual stock markets (Spann 

and Skiera, 2003), idea competitions or open discussion forums). 

(4) User Access and Participation 
During the process of virtual collaboration several contact and encouragement tactics can be applied. 

When virtual participants are identified and contacted for access to the interaction platform. One should 

not underestimate the support necessary during the course of interaction. During this period in time 

virtual participants ask for help, will raise specific questions which should be answered without 

significant delay, and expect direct feedback on their input. In parallel, the contributions of the virtual 

participants can be analyzed in an ongoing manner to extract first results. These results may also cause 

some modifications when the expected quality or quantity is not met. 

Besides the above mentioned suggestions, improving the results of the virtual collaboration can also be 

done through applying the right encouragement tactics. The more central a product or an activity is 

perceived by users, the higher is her willingness to play an active part (Bloch, 1986). This implies that for 

enhancing the results it is not suitable to provide solely monetary incentives (e.g. prizes and giving 

profit-shares). In addition, intrinsic incentives definitely do have a great impact -even more than 

financial incentives- for motivating users to virtually take part into NPD.  

Intrinsic motivators can be the demand for new and better products (Morrison, Roberts, and Von 

Hippel, 2000; Von Hippel, 2007; 1986), curiosity and exploratory search behavior as the desire to learn 

something new (Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 1996; Hirschman, 1980; Hoffman and Novak, 1996), the 

innovation task itself as an autotelic task (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975), the possibility to get exclusive 

information on innovations, share ideas, get acknowledgment and support the community (Butler, 

Sproull, Kiesler, and Kraut, 2002).  

 Design space: set of design requirements 5.2

The design requirements are elaborated in this section. The combination of design requirements 

determine the design space. The design space is the purposefully limited space in which, at a given 

moment, design interventions are planned and executed. 

Table 5.3 shows the solution design requirements. The design theory from van Aken (2006) describes 

four categories of requirements that should be considered. These include Functional requirements, User 

requirements, Boundary conditions, and Design restrictions. Functional requirements form the core of 

the requirements and specify the required performance of the solution design in order to solve the 

business problem. The User requirements are demands The Bridge’s employees have for when they are 

going to use the solution. Boundary conditions are constraints which the solution unconditionally should 

meet. Design restrictions are constraints that are negotiable. 
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Table 5.3; Solution design requirements 

Functional requirements 

1. The solution should match within the earlier identified idea. Hence, the solution should be focused on 
collaboration between The Bridge’s client and their customers; 

2. The solution should enable for efficient and effective customer involvement; 

3. The solution should enhance the scope and integration of The Bridge’s customer involvement offerings; 

User requirements 

4. Employees of The Bridge should already have the competences needed to work with the solution, thus realization 
may involve some training; 

5. The solution should be user-friendly; 

Boundary conditions 

6. Key priority is that when the solution gets realized, it should solve the business problem. It should thus enhance 
The Bridge’s customer involvement market position; 

7. The benefits of the solution should exceed the costs of developing and implementing it; 

8. The solution should not exceed the boundaries of the present business policies of The Bridge; 

Design restrictions 

9. The financial benefits of the new service solution should be around €50.000 per realized project; 

10. The solution should fit as good as possible the present business system of The Bridge, such that as little as 
possible is changed during realization; 

11. The process of designing should take no more than 6 months. 

 

 Solution directions 5.3

With the literature that is found, related to virtual collaborative innovation, a solution design can be 

developed. According to Denyer (2008) the first step of designing a solution is determining design 

propositions, formulated on the basis of section 5.1 literature review. The purpose of defining design 

propositions is to determine how to change the existing state of customer involvement at The Bridge 

into the desired one. The design propositions are described by so called “CIMO-logic”, which will be 

explained in section 5.3.1. The next step is to formulate design parameters. These parameters are based 

on the design propositions. The purpose of these design parameters is to determine what to change in 

existing situation. Design parameters are more extensively described in section 5.3.2.  Then design 

solutions are drawn based on combinations of parameter values, see section 5.3.3.  

5.3.1 Design propositions 

As mentioned before, the design principles will described by the CIMO logic. According to Denyer et al. 

(2008) the CIMO logic is a rule for formulating design propositions. Its purpose is to describe how a 

current business state can be changed. Each letters stands for a specific element namely: C for Context, I 

for Intervention, M for Mechanism, O for Outcome. 

Design proposition #1 
Companies that are willing to and looking for proper ways to collaborate with their users in the 

innovation process (C1) can create virtual environments (I1), because these environments provide 

companies with great collaborations opportunities (M1), which enables companies to maintain a 

continuous two-way dialogue with active users (O1.1), to enhance the intensity and richness of 

customer interactions (O1.2), and to extend the reach and the scope of customer interactions (O1.3). 

References: 
Nambisan (2002), Sawhney and Prandelli (2000), Cairncross (1997), and Evans and Wurster (2000) 
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Design proposition #2 
In determining whether the company is suited for certain Virtual Customer Environments in the context 

of its industry, market maturity and type (C2), any organization, regardless of the sector it operates in, 

the type of product it produces, the type of market (B2B, B2C) can collaborate with its users through 

VCEs (I2), because the suitability of these platforms throughout the entire NPD process can be 

determined by using the QLL framework (M2) which is based on the NPD phase (M2.1), the required 

type of knowledge (M2.2) and  by other company’s variables (M2.3) such that users are empowered in 

the right manner to collaborate in the innovation process (O2) 

References: 
Sawhney and Prandelli (2002), Ottosson (2002), Ely and Hauser (2002), Hemetsberger and Godula 

(2007). 

Design proposition #3 
Companies who engage in Virtual Customer Environments (C3) should look for an optimal fit between 

the transferred task requirements and the internet user’s abilities/characteristics (I3) by clearly 

determining the requirements of the transferred task (M3.1) and by deploying user selection strategies 

(e.g. measuring personal traits, organizing an idea contest etc.) (M3.2) to realize internet based 

innovation (O3). 

References: 
Füller, Bartl, Ernst, Mühlbacher (2004), Kozinets (2002), Urban and Von Hippel (1988), Amabile (1993), 

Hirschman (1980), Manning , Bearden, and Madden (1995), Pallister and Foxall (1998), Ernst, Soll, and 

Spann (2004). 

Design proposition #4 
Companies who engage in Virtual Customer Environments (C4) should identify and select those online 

communities where users with the wanted indicators are likely to be found (I4) by looking for  existing 

communities of innovating companies (M4.1), use existing contacts of employees which are enthusiasts 

themselves regarding the company’s product (M4.2), and/or apply powerful search engines to identify 

newsgroups, chats, bulletin boards, email distributors, or web portals of topic related magazines, 

societies, and clubs (M4.3), to realize internet based innovation (O4). 

References: 
Fuller, Bartl, Ernst, and Muhlbacher (2004). 

Design proposition #5 
Companies who engage in Virtual Customer Environments (C5) should carefully design the virtual 

interaction (I5) by matching it with the intensity of interaction (M5.1), the level of multimedia richness 

(M5.2), the communication style (M5.3), the offered incentives (M5.4), and the applied tools (M5.5), to 

realize internet based innovation (O5). 

References: 
Fuller, Bartl, Ernst, and Muhlbacher (2004), Sawhney and Prandelli (2000),  Von Hippel (2001), Von 

Hippel and Katz (2002), Ely and Hauser (2002), Spann and Skiera (2003). 
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Design proposition #6 
Companies who engage in Virtual Customer Environments (C6) should carefully design user access and 

participation processes (I6) by promptly providing help and processing questions (M6.1) and by ensuring 

appropriate motivation strategies are applied (M6.2) to realize internet based innovation (O6). 

References: 
Fuller, Bartl, Ernst, and Muhlbacher (2004), Bloch (1986), Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996), 

Hirschman (1980), Hoffman and Novak (1996), Csikszentmihalyi (1975), Butler, Sproull, Kiesler, and 

Kraut (2002), Morrison, Roberts, and Von Hippel (2000), and Von Hippel (1986; 2007).  

5.3.2 Design parameters 

The design principles and literature allow for design parameters to be extracted and formulated. A 

parameter is a variable which determines the eventual state of the design solution when a value is 

assigned to the parameter. As an example: the position of a light switch is a parameter in a lighting 

system of an office. The purpose of design parameters is to describe what changes can be made to 

current business state.  The value range of the  design parameters can fluctuate. The design parameters 

are based on previously mentioned design principles and help in defining the design solutions.  

See Table 5.4 column one and two, the first step was to determine the parameters and describe them 

on the basis of the design propositions. The second step was determining the value range in which the 

different parameters can alter, see column three and four. The combination of parameters with their 

value range provide an overview of the reachable design space. After having established consensus 

about the design space, the theoretically underpinned selection of parameter values was the next step 

in the process. In order to come to well-informed decisions about the parameter values each of the 

parameters were described, as can be seen in Table 5.4. Here the first and second columns show the 

distilled parameters and provides a short description. The third and fourth columns show between 

which value range the parameters can fluctuate.  

Table 5.4; Design parameters and their value range 

Parameter Description Value high Value Low 

Nature of 
client-
customer 
interaction  

The degree to which the 
interaction between 
company and participants 
occurs virtually via the 
Internet or physically in a 
face-to-face manner. 

Completely virtual (all interactions -including 
selection and engaging strategies- are virtual). 
One can choose to let participate many customers 
in an intense, cost effective, continuous, two-way 
manner without geographical boundaries and 
without limiting the richness of interaction. 
Beneficial when visualization and time is 
important.  

Completely physical (all interactions 
are face-to-face) 
One must either choose to let 
participate a lot of customers with 
limited richness, or a small amount of 
customers in high richness. Beneficial 
when a shared understanding is 
necessary. 

Tool selection 
strategy 

The degree to which 
appropriate tools are 
selected using the 
dimensions NPD process 
phase, Knowledge 
utilization, and Qualitative 
evaluation criteria.  

High application of the dimensions for choosing 
the right method. The NPD phase, type of 
knowledge necessary and qualitative evaluation 
criteria are used to a high extend to determine a 
suitable tool. 

No use of the dimensions for 
choosing the right method. The tool 
is rather chosen intuitively or on the 
basis of past experiences. 

Customer 
selection 
strategy 

The degree to which 
participants are selected 
based on their personal 
indicators which match the 
requirements for the 
transferred tasks. 

High application of selection strategy. Task 
requirements clearly determined and matched to 
predetermined personal indicators. Resulting in a 
perfect fit and more likely to better results.   

Low application of selection strategy. 
Task requirements and personal 
indicators are not well determined 
and assessed. Resulting in a low fit 
and more likely in lower results. 
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Main source of 
customers 

The degree to which 
identification strategies for 
identification of promising 
communities are applied. 

Perfect community identification and selection 
strategy. Implying identification and selection 
through using existing company’s communities, 
enthusiast employees’ contacts, and powerful 
search engines. 

Low application of community 
identification and selection strategy. 
No use of existing communities, 
enthusiast employees’ contacts, and 
powerful search engines.  

Interaction 
design 

The degree to which the 
actual interaction is well 
designed. 

Well-designed interactions. Participants can judge 
ideas/concepts and work jointly on a problem, a 
“Innoquette” is constructed concerning IP rights. 
Also, the intensity of interaction, communication 
style, level of multimedia richness, and the 
applied tools  is determined for specific context. 

Bad interaction design. The tactics 
for high quality interactions are 
applied to a limited extend. 

User access 
and 
participation 

The degree to which user 
access and participation is 
well designed.  

Well-designed user access and participation. Help 
and support is provided in a prompt manner, 
results are distilled and analyzed parallel to the 
process, appropriate encouragement tactics are 
applied. 

Bad designed user access and 
participation. Help and support is not 
provided in a prompt manner, results 
are destilled and analyzed 
subsequential to the process, and no 
appropriate encouragement tactics 
are applied. 

 
It is most likely that relationships between parameters exists. According to van Aken (2006) the 

relationships can be revealed through a design structure matrix. Figure 5.1 shows a visualization of the 

relationships between the parameters. It is based on a design structure matrix, see Appendix E. 

See Figure 5.1, the rectangles are used for visualizing the design parameters. The relationships are 

visualized through using arrows. The arrows indicate in which directions the relationship exists. For 

instance, the ‘Nature of client-customer interaction ‘-parameter is connected through an unidirectional 

arrow to the ‘Customer selection strategy’-parameter, indicating the former parameter influences the 

latter one.  

See Figure 5.1, with regards to the relationships between parameters, the overall picture is that the 

parameters ‘Nature of client-customer interactions’ an ‘Tool selection strategy’ are connected with the 

rest of the parameters, indicating they both have a major impact on the other parameters and the 

system as a whole. The parameters ‘Customer selection strategy’, ‘Main source of customers’, and 

‘Interaction design’ only impact the parameter ‘User access and participation’. The latter parameter 

does not affect other parameters.  

 

Figure 5.1; Parameter relationships 
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5.3.3 Two different solution designs 

In this paragraph two different solutions are described for extending The Bridge’s customer involvement 

offerings. The design solutions are drawn through combining specific parameters and  changing their 

values. See Section 5.3.2, the parameter ‘Nature of client-customer interactions’ has a major impact on 

the rest of the system. For the first solution this parameter value was set on‘high’, while for the second 

solution this parameter value was set on ‘low’. The remaining parameters values were aligned such that 

two feasible solutions were created. See below, each solution is explained and related parameters are 

described. The solution and parameters are underpinned by the formulated Design Parameters which 

are based on scientific literature. After explaining this all an impact model for per solution is given.   

SOLUTION #1: Going for virtual collaboration between client-customers for less knowledge complex 
tasks 
Solution one concerns realizing virtual interaction between The Bridge’s clients and their customers. 

Every parameter defined in previous section is involved in this solution. As already visualized in Figure 

5.1, the nature of involvement (virtual vs physical) has a great impact on the rest of the parameters. 

Hence, when virtual interaction is the goal of this solution, then all other parameters must be aligned. 

The parameter value for ‘Tool selection strategy’ is set on high. The interaction focusses on sharing 

explicit knowledge between clients and customers (knowledge level 1). Several virtual tool exists during 

the entire NPD process to support this type of interaction. These tools include among others: Listening-

in, Virtual Brainstorm, Information pump, Fast paced adaptive conjoint analysis, and (web-based) 

conjoint analysis (Hemetsberger and Godula, 2007). The main source of customers are online 

communities which are identified and selected where users with the wanted indicators are likely to be 

found. We look for an optimal fit between the transferred task requirements and the internet user’s 

abilities/characteristics. The customers with promising profile are identified through questionnaires 

and/or other methods such as an idea contest. When the actual interaction takes place, a thoroughly 

described “Innoquette” is present in which IP rights, intensity of interaction, communication style, level 

of multimedia richness, and applied tooling are included. Also help and support is provided during the 

interaction, appropriate (non-monetary) encouragements tactics are included and the results are 

distilled and analyzed in parallel to the process. 

 

Better customer 

involvement for less -

knowledge-complex 

companies. 

Lower TTM 

Better match with market 

Less wasted investments 

 

 

Figure 5.2; Impact model solution #1 
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Figure 5.2 shows the impact model for solution number one. The impact model is a visualization of the 

expected situation and consequences of the solution. It helps determining whether the solution is 

beneficial or not. The first rectangle indicates the solution direction, which is virtual client-customer 

interactions for less knowledge complex tasks. Several consequences can be expected, as is shown in the 

second rectangle. It provides powerful visualization possibilities. It is time efficient which implies that 

client’s NPD speed will not suffer from integrating customers. No geographical boundaries exists, so 

from everywhere around the globe, anyone could attend the interaction. It is a two-way, continuous and 

rich interaction, since the company and customers can talk to each other like a real dialogue. Both the 

number and the scope of audiences is higher. The third rectangle indicates that this will most likely 

result in more effective and efficient customer integration with more active customers. Hence, it is 

expected that there is a higher market demand for effective and efficient tooling, which provides The 

Bridge with a better market position with regards to customer integration services. 

SOLUTION #2: Expand tooling base for physical collaboration between client-customers towards 
knowledge intensive markets 
Solution number two concerns realizing physical interaction between The Bridge’s clients and their 

customers. Again every parameter is involved in this solution. The parameter for ‘Tool selection 

strategy’ is set to high. The focus here is on difficult to transfer complex knowledge (knowledge Level 3). 

Physical collaboration is exceptionally suitable for creating a shared understanding about complex 

knowledge issues. The physical collaboration can be applied throughout the entire NPD process using 

several tools. These tools include Participative Observation, Lead-User Method, Co-development, 

Communities of Practice, Co-production, Joint Field-testing, and Rapid Prototyping. The main source of 

customers is The Bridge’s current network. As already explained, The Bridge holds an industry spanning 

network with a large size and scope of potential expert participants. We look for an optimal fit between 

the transferred task requirements and the user’s abilities/characteristics. The participants’ profile is 

crucial for the success in the context of Level 3 knowledge utilization. Therefore, the solution holds 

strong selection requirements preferably with customers with Lead User status (or comparable). The 

customers with promising profile are identified through questionnaires and/or other methods such as 

an idea contest. The regulation of IP rights is especially important when collaborating for knowledge 

complex tasks, so a thoroughly described “Innoquette” is important. The interaction takes place in a 

very intense workshop-like manner. Help and support is provided to the participants during the 

interaction. 
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Figure 5.3; Impact model 
solution #2 
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Figure 5.3 shows the impact model of solution number two. The first rectangle shows subject of the 

solution, which is: physical client-customer interactions for complex knowledge tasks (knowledge Level 

3). Several consequences can be expected, as can be seen in the second rectangle. The interaction takes 

place in a direct manner. It creates a shared understanding about specialized difficult issues. Experts, 

which gets identified through using The Bridge’s network are highly involved. No investments are 

expected as opposed to solution number one, where certainly some investments in software 

development have to be made. These benefits makes collaboration in knowledge intensive markets (e.g. 

high-tech, healthcare, agriculture) possible, as is shown in rectangle three. For The Bridge this means a 

service expansion towards new markets, that eventually leads to a better market position with regards 

to their customer integration services. 

 Solution selection 5.4

The measures were borrowed from Chapter 4 to score the solutions with the highest business potential. 

Hence, these measures and their corresponding operationalization were denoted in Chapter 4. The 

solutions were scored using these operationalization by the research supervisor of The Bridge.  

Table 5.5; Results scoring business potential solutions 
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Financial potential 1 5 3 

Completeness of concept 1 3 4 

Feasibility 1 4 5 

Expected degree of fulfilling customer needs 1 5 3 

Expected success-rate 1 4 3 

Expected market size 1 5 4 

Effort necessary to put in practice (corrected for: lower is better) 1 3 4 

Degree of cannibalism on current products (corrected for: lower is better) 1 4 4 

Average value 1 4,125 3,75 

 
Table 5.5 shows the scoring of the business potential of the solutions. The results indicate that the 

expected business potential of the solution number one ‘virtual collaboration for ledge knowledge 

complex tasks’ is higher than the expected business potential of the second solution. 

After discussing these results with the research supervisor of The Bridge, we chose Solution 1 ‘virtual 

collaboration for less knowledge complex tasks’ to get implemented.  

 Advice for implementation  5.5

Although the actual implementation of the solution is not part of this research project some 

implementation related advises are given in this section. The main advice is that The Bridge should try to 
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develop a prototype of the virtual platform to carry out a pilot project. For the development of the 

platform agile-like project management principles should be applied in combination with decent 

ongoing collaborations with several client-customers. During present research, customers were not 

involved during the development of the concept solution. Hence, the necessity for involving customers 

might now even be higher. Following Coviello and Joseph (2012) customers could now be used as 

development buyer to invest in a pilot program. Also customer roles such as feedback and co-creation 

could be sought.   

Table 5.6 shows an action plan for the implementation phase that is based on agile principles and 

suggestions by Coviello and Joseph (2012). Here, column one describes the actual action and tasks. 

Column two shows the stakeholder(s), while column three shows the planned duration. A total 

implementation time of 36 weeks is expected. 

Table 5.6; Action plan for implementation phase 

Action Stakeholder(s) Duration 

Composition multi-disciplinaire team (Core-team) Director (product owner) + 2 
other employees + software 
developer 

2 weeks 

Internal briefing  
Create internal awareness The Bridge through showing PPT (see Appendix F). 
Elaboration on goals and planning. Ask for potential lead clients that would 
possibly be willing to collaborate towards the development of a pilot.  

Core-team 
Management team TB 

1 week 

External briefing: Search for development buyer 
Actively search developments buyer through direct approach of lead clients. 
Develop briefing material. Finding at least 1 client customer who is willing to 
invest in a pilot. Finding at least 2 client customers who are willing to give 
feedback during the development and pilot testing. 

Core-team 
Clients of The Bridge 

4 weeks 

Development of collaboration platform 
Development of first prototype of virtual collaboration platform in 
agile/scrum manner. Create ongoing client feedback loops. High application 
of academic knowledge for development of virtual tooling. 

Core-team 
Clients of The Bridge 
 

10 weeks 

Pilot testing 
Run first pilot. Apply four-step method for realizing virtual collaboration. 
Apply Virtual collaboration Benchmarking to assess the quality. 

Core-team 
Clients of The Bridge 
Clients’ customers 

15 weeks 

Recap and improvement 
Learn from pilot test. Improving collaboration platform. Search for larger 
group of clients that generate early sales for further improvement of 
platform.  

Core-team 
Clients of The Bridge 
Clients’ customers  

4 weeks 

 Total duration: 36 weeks 

 

 Conclusion and discussion 5.6

In Chapter 5 we transformed a previously identified idea (see Chapter 4) into a design solution by 

applying insights from academic literature. The literature provided knowledge on how to make a virtual 

collaboration platform a reality for the collaboration between The Bridge’s clients and their customers. 

Various parameter values were extracted from literature. Through collection and manipulation of their 

value, a final solution design was constructed.  

Our proposed design solution offers promising features which are expected to lead to an effective and 

efficient customer involvement process. To summarize, the design solution concerns itself with offering 
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virtual collaboration between The Bridge’s clients and their customers for non-complex knowledge 

tasks. The concept provides for powerful visualization, time efficiency and participation and interaction 

between multiple customers anywhere. As a result, the number and scope of the audience increases. 

Introducing the solution as a new service is expected to lead to a higher demand over the CJ. This, in 

turn, is expected to strengthen the customer involvement product line of The Bridge and, thereby, 

enhance its market position.  

For adding the solution design into Figure 2.4 conceptual framework, we need to consider how the 

solution scores on the framework’s dimensions, i.e. scope and integration. For this we try to predict 

these scores based on literature. Table 5.7 shows the expected results for the dimension scope. Here we 

tried to match virtual customer roles, found in literature, with Coviello and Joseph’s (2012) customer 

roles. We also tried to identify the phase of NPD phase in which the roles can be applied to. Each line 

shows a 1 if the roles and NPD phases were found to be related to each other. The picture is that eight 

out of the ten customer roles can be covered through the BoC solution design (80% of the customer 

roles). Also, the solution design can be applied to every NPD phase (100% of the NPD phases). Hence, 

the expectation is that, regarding the first dimension, the solution may provide a high scope. 

Table 5.7; Solution’s expected results dimension scope  
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Considering the scores for the dimension integration we found some evidence for BoC possibly 

achieving higher degrees of integration (i.e. a high degree of continuousness and alignment of activities). 

To showcase this potential, we take a short look to a virtual collaboration platform called ‘InnoCentive’. 

InnoCentive is an intermediary company which provides a web-based market for solving scientific 
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problems. Kärkkäinen, Jussila, and Multasuo (2012) found that InnoCentive could be used for any phase 

in the NPD process. The InnoCentive-related activities can intersect at several points in the NPD process. 

Also, the activities could consciously be complemented in order to create a set of aligned activities. For 

instance: companies could apply a ideation challenge for generating ideas. Subsequently, companies can 

apply a problem solving challenge that translates specific ideas into practical solutions. Also, challenges 

exists for late phases, such as determining the commercial viability of the solutions. Hence, the virtual 

collaboration platform may be categorized as one that enables for a high continuousness and alignment 

of activities throughout the NPD process. Summing up the first level facets alignment and 

continuousness, we expect that the virtual platform provides for higher integration of customer 

involvement activities.  

Next we can plot the expected aggregated scores. The result is Figure 5.4, which shows BoC in quadrant 

one with a high scope and higher integration. 

Scope of 

customer roles 

per NPD phase 

    

Higher scope 

 

3 
Toolbox with high 
scope, but low 
integration 

2 1 
Clear integrated 

toolbox with high 
scope 

 

Medium scope 

 

6 
 

5 4  

Low scope 

 

9 
Toolbox with low 
scope and low 
integration 

8 7 
Clear integrated 
toolbox with low 

scope 

 

 Low integration 

 
Medium integration 

 
Higher integration 

 
Integration 

of methods 

Figure 5.4; Assessing the comprehensiveness of the Board of Customers  

Board of Customers 
• Higher integration 
• Higher scope  
 

Customer Journey 
• Low integration 
• Higher scope  
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 Conclusion 6
This research project concerns itself with customer involvement for NPD. The research project is carried 

out in close collaboration with The Bridge. The Bridge is a business development consultancy company 

which helps their clients to discover, develop, and deliver new business concepts in order to grow and 

innovate. It is an outside-in driven (meaning they use external stakeholders, such as customers, for their 

client’s innovations) company. Often, The Bridge involves their client’s customers in their advisory 

effort. More specific, they use a method called a ‘Customer Journey’ for involving customers. However, 

The Bridge had several concerns regarding the scope of the method. Therefore, they wanted a screening 

of recent projects to learn what the method nowadays embraces. In addition, The Bridge wanted to 

learn how their customer involvement offerings can be improved and extended. 

In the academic literature we found many insights related to the concept of customer involvement for 

NPD. NPD is seen as one of the most important strategies for the survival of a company. Nowadays, NPD 

is not a firm-centric activity. Companies have shifted towards a collaboration perspective. In this 

perspective, company’s environmental resources (such as customers) also add value to company’s NPD 

process. In particular, customers show to be beneficial to get involved. Customers can act according to 

ten customer roles within five NPD activities. Coviello and Joseph (2012) suggest that the more roles are 

integrated throughout the entire NPD process, the higher NPD success will be. A lot of methods exist 

which can be used to implement customers. Some of them are only focused on a certain part of the NPD 

process and thus do not cover the entire range of possible customer roles at once. Other methods are 

more integrated throughout the entire NPD process. Carefully selecting the right method or a set of 

complementing methods is essential for NPD success.  

A conceptual framework was developed on the basis of the academic literature. The framework includes 

two dimensions, i.e. Scope of customer roles per NPD phase (i.e. the number of customer roles of 

involvement that are present per NPD phase, the more the better) and Integration of Methods (i.e. 

alignment and continuousness of set of methods, the higher the better).  

The screening of eight recent Customer Journey projects let to several conclusions. The CJ has many 

similarities with the Empathic design method described in Chapter 2.6. The purpose of this method is in 

essence to enlarge client’s empathy towards the customer through interaction in customer’s natural 

context and, thereby, revealing real (latent) customer needs. Results show that CJ is a label for a set of 

customer related, but very different, activities. It includes e.g. customer interviews but also customer 

observations. It does not pertain to one phase of the NPD process but many different phases. Hence, the 

CJ is a varying set of tools -rather than one tool- in which the activities are not related to each other. The 

CJ as label may benefit from better branding. 

Using our two dimensions and scores for different facets we computed overall scores per dimension. In 

this sense we use the dimensions as second order construct with the facets at the first level. The 

calculations show that the CJ’s Scope of customer roles and Integration of methods are high and low 

respectively. Indicating that the application of customer roles is good, however, the cohesiveness of the 

CJ-related activities is less. 
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Ideas for extending The Bridge’s customer involvement services were most often generated for the ‘Co-

developer’-role. The idea called Board of Customers (BoC) turned out to be the preferable idea to 

develop further. The idea embraces the concept of close collaboration, potentially virtual, with 

customers during the development of innovations.  

Our next challenge was to develop a solution design on the basis of the identified idea. On the basis of 

relevant literature we transformed the identified idea into a solution design. The design is expected to 

score high on the dimensions of the framework. Thus, it is expected that a higher scope and a higher 

integration could be achieved. However, this expectation must be verified during the implementation 

and pilot program. Advices for implementation were also given. It is expected that the running a first 

pilot could be achieved within 36 weeks.  

 Discussion 6.1

This project consisted of theoretical and empirical analyses, the results of which we now reflect upon. 

First, we discuss the contributions to the academic literature. Second, we discuss the study’s duality of 

scientific rigor and practical relevance. Third, we indicate study’s limitations and explore directions for 

future research. 

6.1.1 Contributions to customer involvement literature 

We believe this study contributes to customer involvement literature in several ways. First we proposed 

a framework that can be used for customer involvement screening and development purposes. The 

framework is based on and integrates several scientific insights, i.e. scope of customer roles per NPD 

phase and integration of customer involvement activities. The framework showed to be helpful during 

customer involvement-related issues. Showcasing this, we applied the framework in a screening of 

customer involvement projects of The Bridge. Also the framework is used for developing extensions for 

customer involvement.   

Second, the results of this study confirm that customer involvement projects are frequently executed in 

close collaboration with consultant companies (as was suggested by Kirscher et al., 2010). The results of 

the study also confirm that customer involvement projects can be carried out throughout the entire NPD 

process.  

Third, the results suggest that the labels that are used to point to customer involvement can sometime 

be ambiguous. This corresponds with our findings from the literature study that many labels are found 

to point out different types of customer involvement (e.g. Kirschner, 2010). We believe that clarifying 

the customer involvement labeling represents an important step to ensure the quality of customer 

involvement. 

6.1.2 Assessment of the duality of rigor and practical relevance 

In Chapter 1 we already stated that this research project has two complementing objectives: the first 

objective is concerned with analyzing and solving The Bridge’s business problem, while the second 

objective is that the empirical results should add to the scientific literature. In Table 6.1, these objectives 

are evaluated against a set of eight criteria to assess the rigorousness of research as suggested by 
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Shrivastava (1987). Rigor is measured by conceptual adequacy, methodological rigor, and accumulated 

evidence. Practical relevance is measured by using meaningfulness, goal relevance, operational validity, 

innovativeness, and cost of implementation as criteria. 

Table 6.1; Criteria for the assessment of rigor and practical relevance (Shrivastava, 1987) 

Rigor  Rigor variables Assessment of present research  

conceptual 
adequacy 

The research program is well 
grounded in a base discipline, It 
uses a conceptual framework 
consistent with existing 
theories in the field. 

We applied knowledge developed in the customer involvement and NPD 
discipline as basis for framework development. However, dimensions 
are yet to be tested for validity and reliability. We believe that an 
appropriate research setting and methods for empirical examination 
were chosen. 

methodological 
rigor 

The program uses analytical 
methods and objective 
quantifiable data to empirically 
examine research questions. 

Research methods used were limited to internal project documentation 
and employees, mostly qualitative of nature. Quantitative techniques 
were limited in its application. Consequently, present research is rather 
subjectively oriented (as opposed to objectively oriented)  

accumulated 
evidence 

The research program has 
generated a substantial amount 
of accumulated empirical 
evidence supporting it. 

The scope of this study is limited to The Bridge. Therefore, empirical 
evidence cannot be directly generalized to other companies that would 
apply the concept of customer involvement.  Hence, the extent of 
accumulated empirical evidence supporting the theoretical structures 
may be low. 

Practical 
relevance 

Practical relevance variables  

meaningfulness The research is meaningful, 
understandable and adequately 
describes strategic problems 
faced by decision-makers. 

The Bridge’s employees were quite interested in and excited about the 
end results of the study. Hence, we believe that the meaningfulness or 
comprehensibility of research results to users (The Bridge) is quite high.  

goal relevance It contains performance 
indicators which are relevant to 
managers' goals. 

Present research was tried to be formulated using variables that are 
directly related to The Bridge’s goals and objectives. This shows, as we 
included concepts such as market position and business potential. 

operational 
validity 

It has clear action implications 
which can be implemented 
using the causal variables used 
in the research program. 

The research study provided a clear approach for implementing the 
solution. During the search for relevant literature, special attention was 
paid to the action ability of information. Hence, we believe that the 
operational validity or actionability is quite high. 

innovativeness It transcends 'commonsense' 
solutions and provides non-
obvious insights into practical 
problems. 

The results of the empirical study are not ground-braking. However, we 
believe that the study provides several new and non-obvious results. For 
instance, the screening of Customer Journey projects let to a clear 
definition of its scope and its limitations. Also, the solution (Board of 
Customers) is currently not yet part of The Bridge’s product line. 
Therefore, it is believed that a certain degree of innovativeness is 
present.  

cost of 
implementation 

The solutions suggested by the 
research are feasible in terms of 
their costs or timeliness. 

The cost of implementation is relatively low, when the implementation 
is performed in collaboration with clients that would be willing to invest 
a certain amount of money in development and a pilot run. The 
timeliness of research results is fair.  

 
In short, a dual orientation towards rigor and practical relevance is present. This orientation is fostered 

through using the design science methodology (explained in Chapter 1) as guideline. However, the 

study’s practical relevance outbalances its rigor due to the explorative and qualitative nature of the 

research questions of this project. 

 Limitations and implications for future research 6.2
During the research project several constructs and dimensions (e.g. the dimensions incorporated in the 

framework) were used. Although they are all based on scientific literature, these construct and 
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dimensions have not been tested on their validity and reliability. Verification of the construct’s and 

dimension’s reliability and validity is of high priority for future work. 

The proposed framework to be helpful during this research project. However, for the sake of external 

validity, the framework should be tested with other companies who apply customer involvement. Here, 

more work needs to be done. 

Throughout the research project we did not involve external entities (such as customers) to verify and 

strengthen the results. This may seem to be counter intuitive for a research project that is concerned 

with the topic customer involvement.  Although this decision is made consciously, we propose that 

future research has to be done to also test the results externally. 

It is expected that the solution ‘Board of Customers’ (BoC) would yield high scores with respect to the 

dimensions scope of customer roles per NPD phase and integration of customer involvement activities. 

This is not based on empirical evidence and, consequently, remains subject for future work. 
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 Appendices 8

A. Project screening chain of evidence 

OCE  canon: 

Vraagstelling: Hoe kan The Bridge dit Océ-intrapreneuringteam begeleiden en coachen naar succes? 

Oorsprong innovatie: Het nieuwe printen is ontstaan uit belangrijke trends: 
– Het nieuwe werken: we gaan naar nieuwe IT-werkplekken, naar mobiliteit 
– Cloud computing: diensten op facilitair gebied bewegen naar het netwerk 
– Aanbesteding vanuit de opdrachtgever leidt tot afname differentiatie en prijsconcurrentie. Hoe kan 
nieuwe waarde worden gecreëerd 
– Bedrijven printen niet medewerkers printen. Er is een trend gaande dat bedrijven hun medewerkers 
vrijheid en budget geven om hun eigen (IT) facilities in te kopen 

 
Status: Het Océ-concept voor het nieuwe printen is voor 80% gereed. Tevens is het concept voor het 
eerst verkocht. De klant is tevreden over de implementatie tot zover  
• Océ wenst nu dit concept te 'productizen' en naar de markt te brengen zodat enkele tientallen klanten 
in Europa kunnen worden bediend met dit concept 
 
Aanpak project: 
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Wat is een Customer Journey: 
Customer journey is een klantgerichte techniek voor het ontwikkelen van innovatieve 
bedieningsconcepten en het optimaliseren van klantprocessen en diensten. Het maakt zichtbaar 
waar in het klantcontact verbeteringen mogelijk zijn om een optimale klantbeleving te realiseren 
over alle kanalen heen. 
Verder is customer journey mapping een methode om een aankoopproces of dienst vanuit het 
perspectief van de klant te visualiseren. Het beschrijft de ervaringen van een klant gedurende de 
spreekwoordelijke reis die een klant maakt om zich te oriënteren, een product of dienst aan te schaffen 
en er gebruik van te maken. Customer journey mapping legt de manco’s bloot. Een voorbeeld van de 
uitkomst van een customer journey vind u op de volgende pagina 
 
Doel Customer Journey in dit project: 

 Service development. Hoe zet ik een technisch (80%) werkend product op een juiste manier in de 

markt: HNP staat voor een nieuwe mindset, waarbij de verandering voor OBS misschien nog wel het 

grootst zijn. Nieuwe verdienmodellen, nieuwe verkoopmethodieken, nieuwe diensten, nieuwe 

contractvormen, nieuwe klanten (B2B => B2C), etc.!  

 Aanleren hoe een customer journey als verkooptool gebruikt kan worden: 

Customer Journey is geen traditioneel verkoopproces, maar biedt meerwaarde: 

Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de OCE customer journey: 

 Gesprekken met medewerkers/studenten  

In welke rol passen de customers bij het uitvoeren van de OCÉ customer journey: 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, door de CJ werd door middel 
van observatie en vragen inzicht 
verkregen in de latente behoeften 
van de klant/eindgebruiker 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht OCE niet actief 
op, maar kon in de face-to-face 
vragen wel feedback geven op 
gebrekkige features/kritiek 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Ja, na een (80%) technisch 
werkend printsysteem wordt de 
CJ gebruikt om met de klant te 
bepalen hoe HNP wordt 
geïntegreerd, hoe het verdien 
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model eruit ziet. De CJ faciliteert 
hiermee de vroege verkoop . 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, De CJ geeft de klant de 
mogelijkheid om mee te 
denken/ontwikkelen van de 
commercialisatie. Klant heeft 
echter weinig invloed op 
technisch vlak. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op het 
huidige concept 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Nee, de CJ biedt niet de 
mogelijkheid om als platform te 
dienen voor ongevraagde kritiek 

 

CJ gebruikt voor: 

 
  

Discover Develop Deliver 
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UNETO VNI: 

 
Kernvragen: 

 Met welke proposities (klimaat, electro, sanitair-installatiedisciplines tot een concept verwerkt) 
kunnen installateurs van UNETO-VNI een dominante positie opbouwen in de markt van 
‘comfortabel leven’?  

 Met welke proposities kan een groei naar 1 miljoen woningen worden gerealiseerd? 

 Met welke aanpak kunnen installateurs dit het beste realiseren? 

 Welke rol moet UNETO-VNI spelen om installateurs in deze ambities te faciliteren? 
 

Situatie: 

 Vele partijen houden zich versnipperd bezig met comfortabel leven 

 Deze partijen richten zich vooral op technologie en reageren primair op een productvraag van 
klanten 

 Deze partijen brengen “losse”producten naar de markt op het gebied van domotica, keukens, 
sanitair, energie, klimaat etc.. 

 In Nederland zijn 7 mln. woningen, daarvan zijn circa 400.000 woningen voorzien van domotica 
(een onderdeel van comfortabel leven) 

 Tot op dit moment is het nog niemand gelukt een “massamarkt” voor comfortabel leven te 
creëren 
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Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de UNETO VNI CJ: 

1. Globale interviews (5 minuten) 

 ‘random’ straatinterviews. Doel is om zeer generiek de 7 thema’s te verkennen, 
dwarsverbanden tussen de thema’s te ontdekken en om de strategie die we voor ogen hebben 
eventueel aan te scherpen 

Resultaten: 

 Een globale inventarisatie van behoeften en wensen, en irritaties van consumenten 

 Een ranking van de thema’s. Welk thema spreekt het meest aan en waarom? – Wordt gebruikt 
voor inschatting van de grootte van de kans. 

 Soundbites (quotes) voor de customer journey map 

 (Impliciet): een aanscherping van onze verdere strategie 

 

2. Straatinterviews op locatie (5-10 minuten) 

Per package kiezen we 1-2 locaties waar we de juiste mensen met de meest 

edgy inzichten tegenkomen. Hier doen we gemiddeld 5 interviews per package. 

Resultaten: 

 Per package: een longlist van behoeften en wensen, en irritaties van consumenten 

 Per package: een beeld van hoe de toekomst van comfortabel- leven oplossingen op dit gebied 
eruit zou kunnen zien (… scenario’s?) 

 Input voor diepte-interviews 

 Soundbites (quotes) voor de customer journey map 
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 Eventueel input voor uitwerking personas 

 

3. Diepte-interviews (1-1,5 uur) 

In de diepte-interviews vragen we dieper door op specifieke packages. Hierin 

vergaren we dieper inzicht in eerder geïdentifceerde kansen, bestaande en 

nieuwe behoeften en wensen, en toekomstscenario’s. 

De respondenten worden geselecteerd op basis van algemene criteria, en een typering van de 

respondent per thema.  

Algemene criteria respondenten: 

- Regio: grofweg binnen een half uur te bereiken (auto/OV) vanuit Utrecht of Amsterdam 
- Relatief hoog opgeleid, hoger inkomen 
- Huiseigenaar 
- Creatief, zijn in staat en vinden het leuk om mee te denken over mogelijkheden en 

innovaties op het gebied van huisautomatisering  

 

Resultaten 

 de validiteit/ grootte van eerder geïdentificeerde kansen. 

 een beeld van hoe de toekomst van comfortabel- leven oplossingen op dit gebeid eruit zou 
kunnen zien (… scenario’s?) 

 bereidheid om te betalen voor bepaalde oplossingen 

 ‘een dag in het leven van…’ – Input in de customer journey maps 

 Soundbites (quotes) voor de customer journey map 
In welke rol passen de customers bij het uitvoeren van de UNETO-VNI customer journey: 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, door de CJ werd door middel 
van observatie en vragen inzicht 
verkregen in de latente behoeften 
van de klant/eindgebruiker 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht UNETO-VNI niet 
actief op, maar kon in de face-to-
face vragen wel feedback geven 
op gebrekkige features/kritiek 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake geweest 
van een early sale dmv de CJ 
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Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 
Wel werden richtingen van 
behoeftes gegeven die door 
technisch vernuft ingevuld kunnen 
worden 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, er is geen sprake van co-
development in welke vorm dan 
ook. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven. 
Daarmee focust de CJ zich op 
marktinzichten en niet op het 
testen van concepten. 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, door de diepteinterviews 
worden mensen geprikkeld om 
hun feedback over het huidige 
systeem en toekomst uit te 
spreken.  

 

CJ gebruikt voor: 

 

Discover Develop Deliver 
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Stuctuur van branche: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

UNETO -

VNI 

 

Installateurs 

Eindgebruikers 

(huishoudens) 
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Stedin 

Status Stedin: 

 Stedin Business Development ontwikkelt en beheert nieuwe businessconcepten, met name rond 
niet gereguleerde transportinfrastructuur (warmte/koude, CO2, biogas). Dit zijn altijd 
onderwerpen die bijdragen aan een duurzame energietransitie 

 Stedin heeft met deze Business Development activiteit een stevige groeiambitie, waarvoor de 
plannen ook geaccordeerd zijn. Realisatie van deze ambitie vraagt meer mankracht dan de 
afdeling Business Development nu zelf kan mobiliseren. Daarom zoekt U externe 
ondersteuning, met name in het concretiseren en naar de markt brengen van al bestaande 
ideeën / nieuwe concepten  

 Één van de uitdagingen ligt in het ontwikkelen van en opzetten van een organisatie die op 
commerciële basis adviesdiensten geeft aan onder andere gemeenten, woningcorporaties en 
industrie 

 
 
CJ in het project: 

De customer journey wordt niet echt een CJ genoemd, het is meer een standaard interview die wordt 

afgenomen bij klanten om directe inzichten te krijgen in nuttigheid van bepaalde nieuwe proposities. De 

resultaten van deze CJ geven direct inzicht in: 

 De USP’s van Stedin 

 Of er behoefte is aan een adviesdienst 

 Wat provincies zoals doen op het gebied van energie 

 Doel en ambities provincies 

 Behoeften/aanbod/wie/hoe 

Het interview is om de propositie te verkennen. Niet om een “reis” te maken met de klant rondom een 

bepaald thema. 
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Onderdelen CJ: 

 Interview (11 gesprekken met verantwoordelijken op het gebied van energie en duurzaamheid 

van gemeentes, provincies, tuinbouw, woningcorporaties en industrie) 

Rollen in de CJ: 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja/nee, ik denk dat er weinig 
latente behoeften zijn 
geïdentificeerd. Er is in kaart 
gebracht of de klant op een 
adviesdienst van Stedin zit te 
wachten en hoe dat het beste 
uitgerold kan worden. Het is 
testend i.p.v. explorerend 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ, maar kon in 
de face-to-face vragen wel 
feedback geven op gebrekkige 
features/kritiek 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
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funding klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op het 
huidige concept 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ heeft veel kritische 
opinies geïdentificeerd over de 
nieuwe propositie, stedin zelf en 
energie/duurzaamheid 
gerelateerde vraagstukken. 

 

Welke stage is CJ gebruikt? 

Lastig te bepalen (omdat het een service betreft?). Het concept was duidelijk: adviserende 

dienstverlening. Wat er geadviseerd ging worden was nog niet helemaal duidelijk. De CJ heeft als input 

gediend om proposities hiervoor te identificeren en de haalbaarheid/wenselijkheid te verkennen. 

Omdat het concept al duidelijk was, maar de markt nog niet, lijkt het me een deliver project. Aan de 

andere kant gaat het om propositieontwikkeling en daarom zou het ook onder de discover fase kunnen 

passen. Maar misschien is het juist ook wel de Develop fase, omdat ze in combinatie met klanten willen 

checken of huidige ontwikkeling en gedachtengang van de service wel goed is. 
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Structuur branche “tijdens” CJ: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Discover Develop Deliver 

Stedin 

(advies) 

 

gemeenten, provincies, 

waterschappen, 

woningcorporaties, 

industrie, tuinbouw 
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Astrazeneca  

Status/ achtergrond project: 

AstraZeneca is een wereldwijd opererend, door innovatie gedreven biofarmaceutisch bedrijf.  EMLA is 

één van de producten die al jaren op de markt is. EMLA® crème en pleisters worden gebruikt voor 

procedures zoals injecties, huidtransplantaties of  andere kleinere ingrepen om de pijn te verlichten. 

Recent is gestart met het formuleren van een groeistrategie voor EMLA®. EMLA® kan ook als OTC-

product (Over-the-counter, zonder voorschrijving van dokter) worden verkocht in het retailkanaal. 

AstraZeneca heeft een beperkte hoeveelheid marktgegevens over de OTC-markt verzameld. Vanwege 

gebrek aan ervaring in het OTC/retailsegment heeft AstraZeneca aan The Bridge gevraagd te 

ondersteunen om te komen tot een marketingstrategie voor het OTC/retailsegment en te ondersteunen 

bij het maken van een gefundeerd besluit over de wijze waarop EMLA®, via een (nader te selecteren) 

partner aan consumenten zal worden verkocht. 

CJ binnen het project: 

 

Onderdelen CJ: 
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VOORBEELD IN DE OFFERTE: 

Wij zullen gesprekken voeren met en over diverse categorieën eindgebruikers*. Bijvoorbeeld door: 

– STRAATINTERVIEWS: straat- en winkelinterviews af te nemen met personeel en klanten (+/- 20). Voor 

organisatie, uitvoer & analyse 

– OBSERVATIE: met eigen ogen te zien hoe consumenten zich bewegen en gedragen (idem) 

– DIEPTE INTERVIEWS: 3-4 diepere interviews te doen met ‘experts’ die deze doelgroepen goed kennen 

(bijvoorbeeld met consultatiebureau-arts, tattooshop-houder of GGD-assistente, afhankelijk van de in 

de vorige stap gekozen doelgroepen).  

2. CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP: Het opstellen van een touchpoint analyse in de vorm van een customer 

journey map (volgende pagina) met de dieper liggende behoeften en wijze waarop zij omgaan met pijn. 

Voor analyse en rapportage rekenen wij 1,5 dag 

In welke rol past de CJ? 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, verschillende latente 
behoeften zijn in kaart gebracht 
door het leven van een persoon te 
mappen en pijn-gerelateerde 
momenten inzichtelijk te maken 
met bijbehorende gevoelens en 
gedachten.  
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Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ en ging 
heeft geen features genoemd die 
het product of service moet 
hebben. Er wordt alleen verteld 
wat de ervaringen/gevoelens zijn 
omtrent pijnbestrijding. 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op het 
huidige concept 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Nee, er werd door de CJ niet 
direct kritiek geleverd op het 
product. Wel op de huidige 
manier van pijnbestrijding in het 
algemeen. 

 

Welke stage is de CJ gebruikt? 
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Het product was gereed en werd al jaren verkocht. Het anders vermarkten werd als optie bekeken, dus 

duidelijk een deliver project. 

 

Structuur branche “tijdens” CJ: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Discover Develop Deliver 

Astra-

Zeneca 

Drogisterijen  

Farmaceuten 

Supermarkten  

Consumente

n 
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NS 

Status en achtergrond informatie 

Het denken van deur tot deur is een van de speerpunten in de strategie van de NS. Daarbinnen is 

reisinformatie van deur tot deur een belangrijk element om de gewenste klantgroei te realiseren. Om de 

gestelde ambitie ten aanzien van klantgroei in 2018 te kunnen realiseren moet nu een roadmap 

opgesteld worden. Hierin moet duidelijk worden welke activiteiten (projecten) in 2012 en 2013 

uitgevoerd zullen worden. Voor het ontwerp van deze roadmap is een NS projectgroep gevormd.   

U heeft The Bridge business innovators gevraagd het opstellen van de roadmap reisinformatie van deur 

tot deur te begeleiden. U beoogt hiermee een verfrissende blik (outside-in) op het vraagstuk te krijgen, 

een andere aanpak van het innovatieproces te ervaren en aanvullende uitvoeringscapaciteit binnen te 

halen, mede vanwege de continuïteit in (de voorbereiding op) de herfst/winter periode. 

Naast welke onderdelen werd de CJ ingezet? 

Het betreft hier geen CJ maar een klantsafari. Het doel van stap 1 uit het stappenplan was: 

• Review van huidige beschikbare klantinzichten (niet up-to-date?) 

•  Opstellen van de behoeftenmatrix (klantsegment vs informatievraag, zie volgende slide voor 

een illustratie) en de wijze waarop deze wel/niet wordt ingevuld door NS of derden.  

• Met eigen ogen ervaren van de klantvraag en context door het gezamenlijk uitvoeren van een 

Klantsafari. Hiermee wordt ook invulling gegeven aan een beperkte externe validatie (op 

kwalitatieve wijze, dus niet cijfermatig onderbouwd) van de hotspots 
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Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de CJ (enquete/interview) 

In de klantsafari hebben we 40 klantgesprekken gehad, met een diversiteit van type reizigers.  

 

In welke rol past de CJ? 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, er zijn voor NS klantbehoeften 
geïdentificeerd die bij hun nog 
niet bekend waren.  
 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ, maar kon in 
de face-to-face vragen wel 
feedback geven op gebrekkige 
features/kritiek 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. 
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Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op de 
huidige dienstverlening en 
informatievoorziening.  

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ heeft veel kritische 
opinies geïdentificeerd over 
huidige dienstverlening.  

 

Voor welke stage is de CJ gebruikt? 

 

Structuur van de branche, hoe ziet de Chain van de CJ eruit? 

 

 

 

 

Discover Develop Deliver 

NS 

 Reizigers die voor 

OV/auto kiezen 
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Shire 

Status en achtergrond informatie 

Kernvraag: 

Hoe kan Shire met het nieuw te introduceren medicijn aansluiten op de behoeften van de ADHD patiënt 

en zijn directe leefomgeving en op welke wijze kan Shire haar toegevoegde waarde vergroten binnen de 

keten? 

Doelen: 

• Insights verzamelen rondom het voorschrijven en gebruik van ADHD medicatie 

• Inzicht in de wijze waarop hulp wordt gezocht en gevonden om de kwaliteit van leven voor de 

ADHD patiënt en zijn directe omgeving te verbeteren 

• Het begrijpen van de leefomgeving van de ADHD patiënt in zijn primaire context (gezin en 

school) 

• Analyseren en inzichtelijk maken van de waardeketen rondom ADHD medicatie en aantonen 

waar Shire de meeste toegevoegde waarde kan bieden voor ADHD patiënten en hun directe 

omgeving.  

Naast welke onderdelen werd de CJ ingezet? 

Stap 1:  Kick-off met het Shire team: project succescriteria 

Resultaat: gezamenlijk het doel en de mogelijkheden helder voor ogen. Wanneer is het een 

succes? Wanneer zijn we tevreden? 

Stap 2: Extern onderzoek naar wensen en behoeften van eindgebruikers door middel van  een 

patiënt- en prescribers journey 

Resultaat: een dieper beeld van de beleving van de verschillende doelgroepen en de keuzes die 

eindgebruikers maken bij ADHD behandeling (en waarom). 

Stap 3:  Value Chain analyse 

Resultaat: up-to-date waardeketenanalyse. Een analyse van de systemen en activiteiten en het 

effect hiervan op de kosten en de winst. In kaart brengen waar de toegevoegde waar zit en waar 

verlies. 

Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de CJ (enquete/interview) 

 9 interviews met ADHD patiënten en ouders 
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 4 interviews met artsen die zich richten op kinderen met ADHD 

Interviews namen 1-2 uur in beslag 

Welke rol vervuld de CJ? 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, er zijn veel latente behoeften 
geïdentificeerd. Doordat de 
patient en stakeholders niet direct 
werd gevraag wat ze van een 
bepaald concept vonden, maar op 
een bredere basis werden 
ondervraagd wat ze van een 
systeem/proces vonden, werden 
veel latente behoeften 
geïdentificeerd. 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ, maar kon in 
de face-to-face vragen wel 
feedback geven dmv negatieve/ 
positieve ervaringen. 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 
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Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op de 
huidige markt/ het systeem 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ heeft veel kritische 
opinies geïdentificeerd over de 
huidige markt/ het systeem 

 

Voor welke stage is de CJ gebruikt? 

De inzichten zijn opgedaan tijdens de develop fase van een nieuw medicijn. Het lijkt me niet een 

discover fase, omdat het product en de doelgroep al bekend is (adhd). Het zou wel een deliver fase 

kunnen zijn, omdat de vergaarde inzichten kunnen resulteren in een verbeterde markt lancering van het 

product. Het geeft antwoord op de vraag: hoe gaan we dit medicijn vermarkten en met welke services 

kunnen we het omringen. 

 

Structuur van de branche, hoe ziet de Chain van de CJ eruit? 

 

  

Discover Develop Deliver 

Ouders/kind 
Shire 

 Klinieken/ziekenhuizen/ 

adviserende instanties 
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Sabic 

Status en achtergrond informatie 

It is technically possible to produce a biobased polymer within the existing cracker. This polymer is 

produced from a mix of bio naphta and conventional naphta. The characteristics of this polymer do not 

differ from conventional polymers, The cracker can convert this feedstock to different kinds of plastics 

without any side effects. If, for example, 10% of the raw material is of bio-based origin, 10% of the total 

output volume can be allocated and certified as ‘biobased polymer’. 

The challenge of this venture is successfully introduce the certified biobased polymer to the polymer 

market. This project will focus on the customer WTP for certified,  biobased polymers. Since SABIC has 

to deal with different  customers in the total value chain, differences between the  customer segments 

have to be taken into account in the research setup. 

Naast welke onderdelen werd de CJ ingezet? 

 

2 maal een CJ WTP met een reflectie tussendoor. 

Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de CJ (enquete/interview) 

Diepgaande interviews 

Welke rol vervuld de CJ? 
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Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, ik denk dat er latente 
behoeften zijn geïdentificeerd. Er 
is in kaart gebracht of de klant op 
een biobased plastic zit te 
wachten, wat KPI’s zouden zijn, 
hoe te distribueren. Hoeveel men 
ervoor wil betalen. Het latente 
hieraan is dat men duurzamer wil 
worden, maar mogelijk niet van 
biobased plastics afweet. 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ, maar kon in 
de face-to-face vragen wel 
feedback geven op gebrekkige 
features/kritiek 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 

Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. Wel is er een indicatie 
van wat customers zouden willen 
en indien het product op de markt 
komt weet sabic welke mensen 
hier het meest op zit te wachten. 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen. Een zij-project is 
wel het standaardiseren van de 
biobased plastics. 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
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verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven op het 
huidige concept 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ heeft veel kritische 
opinies geïdentificeerd over het 
nieuwe product en de 
meerwaarde ervan, welke KPI’s 
het zou moeten hebben, hoe men 
het product op de markt zou 
moeten zetten, via welk 
distributiekanaal. 

 

Voor welke stage is de CJ gebruikt? 

Alle categoriën? Er wordt onderzocht welke klanten interesse zouden hebben (discover), hoe het 

product eruit moet komen te zien (develop) en wat ze willen betalen/hoe het in de markt gezet moet 

worden (deliver). 

 

Structuur van de branche, hoe ziet de Chain van de CJ eruit? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discover Develop Deliver 

eindgebruik

er 

Sabic 

 Diverse tier 2/1 

bedrijven 
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Vitens 

Status en achtergrond informatie 

Innovatie en business development krijgen ruimte in de nieuwe Vitens 2.0 organisatie. Op basis van 

diverse plannen, de tweedaagse over innovatie op 29 en 30 november 2010 en diverse gesprekken zijn 3 

thema’s benoemd: 

• Duurzaam water 

• De consument 

• De infrastructuur van bron tot kraan. 

U heeft The Bridge gevraagd aan te geven welke bijdrage zij kan leveren aan: 

• ‘Het creëren van de 'Vitens Tribune' - een social community van consumenten die actief 

met Vitens meedenkt over nieuwe activiteiten van Vitens in 2015 – als cruciale eerste 

stap in het thema ‘de consument’. 

Naast welke onderdelen werd de CJ ingezet? 
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Uit welke onderdelen bestaat de CJ (enquete/interview) 

Interview met: 

 12 x (verschillende type personen: studenten, starters, dinky’s (double income no kids yet), 

jonge gezinnen, gezinnen, baby-boomers 

 Duur: >1 uur 

Welke rol vervuld de CJ? 

Activities/roles  Aanwezig? 

Opportunity 
recognition 

  

Source of latent 
needs 

Firm identifies unarticulated or latent needs when 
observing or questioning customer 

Ja, er zijn veel latente behoeften 
geïdentificeerd voor verschillende 
type klanten. 

Requester  Customer approaches the firm for a product with 
features not currently available or complains 
about technical limitations. 

Nee, klant zocht niet actief op 
contact gedurende CJ, maar kon in 
de face-to-face vragen wel 
feedback geven op water 
gerelateerde systemen die ze op 
dit moment hadden 

Customer-Based 
Funding 

  

Development 
buyer 

Firm approaches and sells the concept as a 
development deal to specific customers for R&D 
funding 

Neen, de CJ heeft er niet toe 
geleid dat er investeringen door 
klanten in de R&D zijn gedaan. 
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Early buyer Customer approaches the firm for an early sale, 
thus providing a revenue base for R&D 

Nee, er is geen sprake van een 
early sale. 

Development and 
testing 

  

Technical advisor Firm asks customer for technical input or 
specifications and technical guidance through 
development and testing 

Nee, door de CJ wordt er geen 
advies op technisch vlak gegeven. 

Codeveloper Customer engages in hands-on development and 
trials through development and testing. 

Nee, klant is niet betrokken bij 
ontwikkeling door CJ. 

(Wider) 
commercialization 

  

Approver Firms asks customers to provide information on 
the product to other potential customers or seeks 
approval from standards authorities regarding the 
technology. 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om 
informatie naar potentiele klanten 
door te sluizen 

Promoter Customer refers MI to other potential customers 
and/or leverages network for sales development 

Nee, klanten worden door de CJ 
niet actief gestimuleerd om het 
product via hun netwerk te 
verkopen 

Feedback   

Sounding board Firm asks customer for feedback on the concept, 
product, or market (can occur throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ geeft de 
klant/eindgebruiker de 
mogelijkheid om (na een gestelde 
vraag) feedback te geven de 
huidige producten en omgang met 
water. 

Critic Customer offers extensive opinions, feedback, or 
data on the concept, product, or market (can occur 
throughout NPD) 

Ja, de CJ heeft veel kritische 
opinies geïdentificeerd over 
omgang met water en 
gerelateerde 
concepten/producten. 

 

Voor welke stage is de CJ gebruikt? 

Ik denk dat de CJ gebruikt is voor de discover fase. De focus lag op het verkrijgen van inzichten om te 

kijken welke markten en producten interessant zijn. 

 

Structuur van de branche, hoe ziet de Chain van de CJ eruit? 

Discover Develop Deliver 
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Vitens 

 consumenten 
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B. Process map guiding the brainstorm 

  

Tijd Programma 

onderdeel 

Wie? Toelichting Specifieke vragen in Versnellingskamer 

12.00 –12:05 Inloop  Lunch halen in restaurant  

12:05 –12:20 Opening en 

toelichting op 

programma 

Wout  Wout introduceert kort de sessie.  

 Kort toelichten van bevindingen onderzoeksstap 1 

& 2. 

 Doel van de sessie/uitleg onderwerp. Beschrijven 

van het programma en het beoogde eindresultaat 

 Doel van de dag / uitleg onderwerp. Beschrijven 

van dagprogramma en eindresultaat (nieuwe 

dienst voor klant als co-ontwikkelaar).  

 

12:20 – 12:30 Op zoek naar 

waarde 

proposities 

Wout Inzoomen op waardeproposities. Voorbeeld geven. 

Wat kan co-development met klanten voor een 

waarde opleveren. Hoe levert The Bridge waarde? 

 

Voorbeelden:  

 Juiste fit innovatie/markt door selectie van de 

juiste lead customer (heterogene/homogene 

knowledge, loss/close ties) 

 Risico innovatie (tegenvallende ROI) verlagen 

 TTM van innovaties verkorten 

 Als 3th party geheimhouding en wederzijdse 

belangen waarborgen 

 Welke waarde kan The Bridge 

leveren ter invulling van “de klant 

als co-developer”?  

12:30 – 12:50 Clusteren Wout + 

Syb 

Plenair bediscussiëren en clusteren van verschillende 

waardeproposities. 1+1 = 3 

Clusteren 

12:50 – 13:00 Stemmen over 

relevantie 

Wout Positief stemmen. Bepalen van belangrijkste waarde 

proposities/clusters 

Per propositie vraag beantwoorden: 

 Is het voor The Bridge 

noodzakelijker dat we deze 

waardeproposities 

leveren/verbeteren in het 

kader van “klant als co-

developer”? 

 Ja/nee, met een rating 1-5 

13:00 – 13:25 Uitdiepen 

waarde 

proposities  

Wout Voor meest noodzakelijke proposities open vragen 

beantwoorden en Business Model Canvas meer 

compleet maken.  

Per thema vraag beantwoorden:  

- Wat zijn mogelijke 

opdrachtgevers/segmenten  

- Wat zijn activiteiten die The Bridge 

uitvoert (klant selectie, workshops 

begeleiden, knowledge integration) 

- Wat zijn essentiële partners 

13:25 – 13:30 Wrap-up Wout Oogst van de dag en hoe nu verder  
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C. Results idea scoring per participant 
Table 8.1; Results idea scoring 

Name of 
respondent 

Nam
e of 
idea 

Financia
l 
potentia
l (profit 
potentia
l) 

Completene
ss of 
concept 

Practical 
feasibilit
y 

Effort 
necessar
y to put 
in 
practice 
(lower is 
better) 

Degree of 
cannibalis
m on 
current 
products 
(lower is 
better) 

Expecte
d 
degree 
of 
fulfilling 
custom
er 
needs 

Expecte
d 
success-
rate 

Expecte
d 
market 
size 

Sybrand de Boer BoC 3 3 4 4 1 5 3 3 

Pieter de Koning BoC 4 4 4 3 1 3 4 4 

Lindy Hensen BoC 3 4 4 4 1 3 4 4 

Jeroen de 
Kempenaer 

BoC 
4 3 4 2 1 5 3 3 

Tom Gouman BoC 3 3 5 2 3 4 4 3 

Bas van Wieringen BoC 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 

Luuk Nijland BoC 4 4 3 3 2 4 5 4 

Sybrand de Boer Bia 2 3 4 3 1 5 4 4 

Pieter de Koning Bia 4 2 3 5 1 3 3 4 

Lindy Hensen Bia 3 4 5 2 1 3 4 4 

Jeroen de 
Kempenaer 

Bia 
4 3 4 3 1 5 3 3 

Tom Gouman Bia 4 3 4 5 2 4 3 2 

Bas van Wieringen Bia 2 3 4 2 3 3 3 4 

Luuk Nijland Bia 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 
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D. Classification tool 

 

Figure 8.1; Framework for selecting the right method (Hemetsberger and Godula, 2007) 
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E. Design Structure Matrix 
Table 8.2; Design Structure Matrix 

Parameters 

N
a

tu
re

 o
f 

cl
ie

n
t-

cu
st

o
m

e
r 

in
te

ra
ct

io
n

 (
v

ir
tu

a
l/

p
h

y
si

ca
l)

 

T
o

o
l 

se
le

ct
io

n
 s

tr
a

te
g

y
 

C
u

st
o

m
e

r 
se

le
ct

io
n

 s
tr

a
te

g
y

 

M
a

in
 s

o
u

rc
e

 o
f 

cu
st

o
m

e
rs

 

In
te

ra
ct

io
n

 d
e

si
g

n
 

U
se

r 
a

cc
e

ss
 a

n
d

 p
a

rt
ic

ip
a

ti
o

n
 

Nature of client-customer 
interaction (virtual/physical)  

1 1 1 1 1 

Tool selection strategy 1 
 

1 1 1 1 

Customer selection strategy 
     

1 

Main source of customers 
  

1 
  

1 

Interaction design 
     

1 

User access and participation 
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F. Introductory PowerPoint presentation for solution Board of Customers 
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Business Innovation Architects 
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